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TOWN OF NEW LONDON
Incorporated June 25, 1779
Total Area 16,192 Acres, Land Area 14,144 Acres
Water Area 2,048 Acres
Highest Elevation in Town: Morgan Hill 1,760 feet
Population (1950 Census) 1484
Population (1960 Census) 1738
Population (1970 Census) 2236
Population (1980 Census) 2893
Population (1990 Census) 3180
Population (2000 Census) 4116
Population Estimate (2005 NH Office of Energy and Planning) 4490
Federal Second Congressional District
State House Merrimack County District 1
Second Councilor District
Eighth State Senatorial District

United States Senators
Judd Gregg of Greenfield through 2010
393 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510-2904
(202) 224-3324 office
e-mail: mailbox@gregg.senate.gov

John E. Sununu of Bedford through 2008
111 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
(202) 224-2841 office
e-mail: mailbox@sununu.senate.gov

Representative in Congress

State Senator of New Hampshire

Paul Hodes of Concord through 2010
506 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
(202) 225-5206
(603) 223-9814 (NH)
phodes@mail.house.gov

Bob Odell of Lempster through 2008
PO Box 23
Lempster, NH 03605-0023
(603) 271-2104 office
robert.odell@leg.state.nh.us

Representatives to General Court
Robert A. Foose of New London through 2008
P.O. Box 1397
New London, NH 03257
(603) 526-4256
rfoose@tds.net

David Kidder of New London through 2008
34 Blueberry Lane
New London, NH 03257
(603) 526-4767
david03257@yahoo.com

County Commissioner

Executive Councilor

JD Colcord through 2008
4 Court Street, Suite 2
Concord, NH 03301
(603) 228-0331

John D. Shea through 2008
8 McIntire Road
Nelson, NH 03457
(603) 847-9008 (H)
jshea@nh.gov

THIS TOWN REPORT IS DEDICATED TO
NEW LONDON’S VOLUNTEERS PAST AND PRESENT
In 2006, New London lost a number of dear residents who had served or were currently serving as active
community members and volunteers. Traditionally, the Town Report has been dedicated to a single notable
volunteer who passed away during the previous year whose contributions to the community stood out from the
rest, a practice that becomes increasingly difficult as the Town grows and the number of volunteers stepping
forward increases. In 2006, we lost too many of our public servants to highlight one above all others. This
Town Report is therefore dedicated to all of them and to all of you who have generously given up personal time
to ensure that New London remains a wonderful place to live, work, and visit.
Volunteer service plays a vital part not only in the efficient functioning of town government, but also in the
overall health of a community. This book is full of the names and activities of the more than 200 citizens of
New London and the greater community who serve the town in many capacities. As Town Moderator Cotton
Cleveland says:
It seems that the more sense of community a town has, the more volunteerism
exists. Also, the more effectively led a community is, the more volunteerism exists.
Finally, the more municipal volunteers see themselves as part of a well-run
community, the more they volunteer and the more they encourage others to
volunteer.

Painting of Whipple Memorial Town Hall by former Selectman Jim Bewley, who passed away in 2006. The painting
was given to the Town by the Bewley family and will be displayed at Whipple Memorial Town Hall.
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APPOINTED TOWN OFFICIALS AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2006
Town Administrator:

Jessie W. Levine

Finance Officer:

Carolyn E. Fraley

Town Assessors:

Normand G. Bernaiche
Daniel S. Fitzgerald

Highway Department
Richard E. Lee, Road Agent
Robert A. Harrington, Foreman/Maint. III
Eric Allen, Maintenance Level II
Melvin A. Furbush, Maintenance Level II
Michael P. Murphy, Maintenance Level II
Karen E. Welch, Maintenance Level II
Michael J. McElman, Maintenance Level I
Shane M. Pillsbury, Maintenance Level I
Michael W. Rutter, Maintenance Level I
Benjamin C. Severance, P/T Cemetery
John H. Wiltshire, P/T Cemetery
Barbara L. Vaughn, Highway Admin. Assistant

Land Use and
Assessing Coordinator: Amy A. Rankins
Zoning Administrator:

Peter S. Stanley

Office Assistant:

Connie D. McBride

Deputy Treasurer:

D. Russell Cooper

Tax Collector:

Linda M. Hardy

Deputy Town Clerk/
Tax Collector:

Joan F. Pankhurst

Health Officer:

Donald F. Bent, PhD

Welfare Director:

Celeste C. Cook

Tree Warden:

David A. Carey

Transfer Station
John R. Early, Supervisor
Robin H. Lachance, Recycling Attendant
Steven R. Tighe, Recycling Attendant
Sewer Department
Ann S. Bedard, Admin. Bookkeeper
George Mooshian, Sewer/Maintenance I

Police Department
David J. Seastrand, Chief
Edward G. Andersen, Sergeant
Christopher C. Currier, Detective
Thomas H. Anderson, Detective
Jodi Bailey, Officer
Marshall R. Osgood, Officer
Matthew S. Pickering, Officer
Robert L. Thorp, Officer
Jeffrey M. Downing, Officer/Part-Time
Matthew A. McClay, Officer/Part-Time
James S. Valiquet, Officer/Part-Time
David A. White, Officer/Part-Time
Donna M. Davis, Administrative Assistant

Tracy Memorial Library
Ginny Foose and Linda Miller, Co-Library Directors
Sandra Licks, Library Director, effective 1/1/07
Sondra C. Vanderploeg, Assistant Director
Kathryn M. Tracy, Children’s Librarian
Gena S. Edmunds, Library Assistant, Part-Time
Melissa L. Carroll, Circulation Desk Supervisor, P/T
Janice H. Baron, Circulation Assistant, Part-Time
Nancy S. Dutton, Circulation Assistant, Part-Time
Timathy T. Poh, Technical Services, Part-Time
Raymond L. Heath, Custodian
Ashley E. Grace, Student Aid
Shamus A. Heffernan, Student Aid

Communications Department
Gregory M. Barthol
Heather R. Cusanelli
Joseph J. McCarthy
Kara L. Culpon, Part-Time
Duncan Domey, Part-Time
Jeffrey Downing, Part-Time
Susan M. Gregory, Part-Time
William R. Hardy Jr., Part-Time
Christopher R. Pankhurst, Part-Time
Sara M Robert, Part-Time
Kenneth D. Seastrand, Part-Time

Recreation Commission
William G. Ross, Chair
Gerald I. Coogan
Scott P. Devoe
Laura James
Keith Pomkoski
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Conservation Commission
Laura A. Alexander
Dan H. Allen
Dale L. Conly
Emma R. Crane
Victoria V. Koron
Leslie W. Norman, Chair
Ruth A. White
Terence E. Dancy, Alternate
Peter S. Stanley, Alternate
Planning Board
Sue Ellen Andrews
Dale L. Conly
Celeste C. Cook
Thomas A. Cottrill
Karen E. Ebel, Chair
John F. Hollinger
Ruth I. Clough, Selectmen’s Representative
Judith P. Condict, Recording Secretary
Zoning Board of Adjustment
Lawrence B. Ballin, Chair
D. Russell Cooper
Cheryl B. Devoe
William D. Green, Jr.
Brian J. Prescott
Laurie T. DiClerico, Alternate
Robert A. Foose, Alternate
Elizabeth J. Herrick, Alternate
Caroline E. Newkirk, Alternate
Sarah A. Denz, Recording Secretary
Amy A. Rankins, Clerk
NH/VT Solid Waste Representatives
Donald F. McGuinness
Ruth I. Clough, Alternate
Mark Kaplan, Alternate
Douglas W. Lyon, Alternate
Jessie W. Levine, Alternate

Ballot Clerks
William T. Andrews
Janet Beardsley-Blanco
Patricia G. Coogan
Elizabeth T. Cooper
Sonja B. Hannah
Christina M. Helm
Margaret C. Holliday
Kathleen M. Horten
Linda J. Jackman
Thelma Kaplan

2008
2009
2007
2008
2009
2009
2007
2009
2007
2007
2009
2009
2008
2007
2008

Susan A. Kent
James Lightfoot
Pamela Low
Mary Alice Maguire
Robert G. MacMichael
Sara M. Scheuch
Pamela J. Saunders
Virginia Soule
Joan M. Trabucchi
Margaret K. Theroux

Regional Planning Commission Representative
Peter S. Stanley
2007
Lake Sunapee Protective Association
Representative
John Clough
Sunapee Area Watershed Coalition Representative
Terrence Dancy

2008
2009
2008
2009
2007
2009
2009
2009
2007

Town Archives
Margaret L. Moreland, Archivist
Doris M. Cutter
Hope P. Howard
Robert G. MacMichael
Arrolyn H. Vernon
Verne E. Barrett
Nancy Dutton
Constance M. Granger
Constance Reece
Barbara J. Stearns

2007
2007
2007
2007
2007

2008
2007
2007
2007
2007
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009

Emergency Management Committee
Michael Warning, Director
Donald F. Bent, Health Officer
Peter Berthiaume, Colby-Sawyer College
Nancy J. Erickson, New London Hospital
Richard E. Lee, Road Agent
Jessie W. Levine, Town Administrator
Jason B. Lyon, Fire Prevention Officer
David J. Seastrand, Police Chief
Peter S. Stanley, Fire Chief
Heather R. Cusanelli, Communications Department

Street Lighting Committee
Mark Vernon, Chair
Celeste C. Cook
Thomas A. Cottrill
Robert Gray
John Harrod
Stefan Timbrell
Mark Wendling
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Citizens Advisory Committee
Cynthia L. Adie
Sue Andrews
Connie Appel
R. Peter Bianchi
Barbara C. Brown
Hugh A. Chapin
Judith K. Chapin
William P. Clough
Paul G. Gorman
Margaret C. Holliday
Marilyn R. Kidder
Susan L. Little
Robert G. MacMichael
Lois E. Marshall
Peter J. Messer
Noel Weinstein
Stephanie P. Wheeler
W. Barry Wright
Celeste C. Cook
Michael Doheny
David J. Dunning
Raymond J. Ettenborough
Robert R. Gray
Karen B. Hoglund
Steve P. Landrigan
Robert P. Lavoie
Harmon G. Lewis
Joseph J. McCarthy

2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008

Board of Firewards
Richard N. Brady
Stephen W. Ensign, Chair
Karen B. Hoglund
Laurids T. Lauridsen III
Gordon P. McKinnon

2009
2009
2007
2008
2007

Fire Department Personnel
Peter S. Stanley, Chief
Karl R. Bjorklund, Deputy Chief
Jason B. Lyon, Captain
Amy C. Lyon, 1st Lieutenant & Clerk
Peter A. Lewis, 2nd Lieutenant
Christian E. Hoffman, 3rd Lieutenant
Matthew A. McClay, 4th Lieutenant
Michael J. McElman, 5th Lieutenant
Richard Simek, Safety Officer
John W. Andrews
Edward A. Bailey
Ethan A. Ballin
Robert W. Barrett, Emeritus
John C. Bristol
Edgar I. Broadhead, Jr.
Sue E. Burmann
Samuel C. Cahan
James J. Cahill
Shaun M. Caisse
Brian R. Campbell
Brian K. Carey
David A. Carey
Allison L. Coy
Geoffrey R. Daley
Thomas J. Durling
Anthony J. Edgecomb
Janet M. Ellis
Stephen W. Ensign, Emeritus
Nancy J. Erickson
Richard A. Gauthier
William R. Hardy Jr.
Kaisha E. Hayden
Edward M. Johnson
Eric C. Johnson
Glen W. Lohmann
Nancy E. Lyon
James G. MacKenna
Joseph J. McCarthy
Paul A. Messer, Emeritus
Corey M. Oxland
Walter E. Partridge Jr.
Jen E. Pine
James R. Rhodes
Elvin A. Roman
George A. Robertson
Amy R. Tarte
Matthew R. Voss
James A. Walker
Blair M. Weathers
Jessica M. Whelehan

Forest Fire Wardens
Peter S. Stanley, Warden
Karl R. Bjorklund, Deputy Warden
Shaun M. Caisse, Deputy Warden
Janet M. Ellis, Deputy Warden
Christian E. Hoffman, Deputy Warden
Laurids T. Lauridsen III, Deputy Warden
Peter A. Lewis, Deputy Warden
Amy C. Lyon, Deputy Warden
Jason B. Lyon, Deputy Warden
Walter E. Partridge, Jr., Deputy Warden
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TOWN OF NEW LONDON
TOWN MEETING – MARCH 14 AND 15, 2006
BALLOT VOTING, MARCH 14, 2006
WHIPPLE MEMORIAL TOWN HALL AT 8:00 AM
Moderator Cotton M. Cleveland called the meeting to order at 8:00 A.M. and swore in the Supervisors of the Checklist.
As per RSA 659:49, absentee ballots were to be called at 1:00 P.M. Upon closing of the polls, Moderator Cleveland
announced that the Town Meeting would reconvene at 7:00 P.M. Wednesday, March 15, 2006, at the Kearsarge Regional
Middle School to act upon Warrant Articles 2 through 29.
A motion was made and seconded to act on Article 1:
A. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
B. To vote by ballot on amendments to the New London Zoning Ordinance.
VOICE VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
The polls were closed at 7:00 P.M. and Moderator Cleveland called the results at 8:30 P.M.

Attest:

Linda M. Hardy, Town Clerk

ARTICLE 1A: Results of Non Partisan Balloting for Town Officials
Total Registered Voters: 3426 including 53 voters registering at the Polls
1528 ballots including absentee ballots were cast; 45% of registered voters
Selectman (For 3 Years) – Vote for not more than One
Mark Kaplan
1,298
Write Ins
29
Trustee of Trust Funds (For 3 Years) – Vote for not more than One
William C. Horn
745
Write Ins
3
Donald F. McGuinness
394
Tracy Memorial Library Trustee (For 3 Years) – Vote for not more than Three
Ben Acard
1,090
Write Ins
16
Charles E. Dean
1,126
Elizabeth A. Meller
1,175
Budget Committee Member (For 3 Years) – Vote for not more than Three
Connie Appel
1,217
Write Ins
8
Douglas S. Baxter
1,144
Jack Diemar
1,098
Budget Committee Member (For 1 Year) – Vote for not more than One
Noel Weinstein
1,208
Write Ins
8
Sewer Commissioner (For 3 Years) – Vote for not more than One
Robert P. Lavoie
1,223
Write Ins
2
Cemetery Commissioner (For 3 Years) – Vote for not more than One
Thomas A. Ginter
708
Write Ins
7
Donald F. McGuinness
417
Town Clerk (For 3 Years) – Vote for not more than One
Linda M. Hardy
1,359
Write Ins
2
Town Moderator (For 2 Years) – Vote for not more than One
Cotton Cleveland
1,336
Write Ins
13
Town Treasurer (For 3 Years) – Vote for not more than One
Stephen R. Theroux
1,314
Write Ins
2
Supervisor of the Checklist (For 6 Years) – Vote for not more than One
Arlene Marshall
1,309
Write Ins
1
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ARTICLE 1B: Ballot Results on Amendments to the New London Zoning Ordinance
1. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the Planning Board for the New London Zoning
Ordinance?
AMENDMENT NO. 1: The Planning Board’s Amendment No. 1 proposes to amend ARTICLE I Preamble to clarify that
the zoning ordinance is constructed as a permissive Zoning Ordinance.
RATIONALE: The purpose of this amendment is to clarify that the zoning ordinance is a permissive zoning ordinance.
That is to say, a use must be identified as either a permitted use or a use permitted by special exception in a Zone District
in order for that use to be allowed in that Zone District.
YES 1,132
NO
186
2. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the Planning Board for the New London Zoning
Ordinance?
AMENDMENT NO. 2: The Planning Board’s Amendment No. 2 proposes to amend ARTICLE II General Provisions,
Paragraph 8. Sanitary Protection to clarify current state and local agency responsibilities for permitting sanitary systems.
RATIONALE: The purpose of this amendment is to update the zoning ordinance with the current local and state agencies
responsible for permitting sanitary systems.
YES 1,312
NO
108
3. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the Planning Board for the New London Zoning
Ordinance?
AMENDMENT NO. 3: The Planning Board’s Amendment No. 3 proposes to amend ARTICLE II General Provisions,
Paragraph 11, Temporary Structures, to clarify that the use of trailers as temporary storage facilities is not permitted,
except during construction.
RATIONALE: The purpose of this amendment is to clarify the existing regulation that trailers cannot be used as
temporary storage facilities, except during construction.
YES 1,192
NO
237
4. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4 as proposed by the Planning Board for the New London Zoning
Ordinance?
AMENDMENT NO. 4: The Planning Board’s Amendment No. 4 proposes to amend ARTICLE XIII Wetlands
Conservation Overlay District to:
A. Amend the prohibited uses section to clarify that construction and development are not allowed in wetlands as defined
by the Ordinance;
B. Add a new provision requiring erosion and sedimentation control plans for any construction or development that may
be permitted by variance in the wetlands and/or wetland buffers, as defined by the Ordinance;
C. Revise the ordinance to reduce the amount wetlands can be used in calculating minimum residential lot size and/or
density for new lots and developments as described in the Ordinance;
D. Add a new provision to allow cutting and removal of natural vegetation in the wetland buffers, as defined by the
Ordinance, if a cutting plan is first approved by the Planning Board; and
E. Add a new provision requiring a minimum contiguous area for building a house, accessory structures, and any
necessary on-site water and wastewater treatment systems. This minimum contiguous building area excludes wetlands
and areas with slopes in excess of 25%. It is applicable when creating new lots in all residential Zone Districts.
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RATIONALE: The primary purpose of this amendment is to provide further protection for all of the surface and
groundwater resources located in each watershed. These include wetlands, lakes, ponds, streams and aquifers. Among
other things, this amendment would result in an increase in the size of newly-created lots with wetlands by decreasing the
percentage of wetlands that count toward minimum lot size and density. The upper reaches of three watersheds begin in
New London: the Lake Sunapee watershed, which includes Little Lake Sunapee; the Pleasant Lake watershed; and the
Lyon Brook watershed. Recent water quality testing information provided by the area lake protective associations
indicates the trend is towards declining water quality. A major factor causing this decline is sediment generated by new
construction or development reaching and negatively impacting these water resources. Studies indicate that the health of
water bodies is related to the percentage of impervious surface coverage in a watershed. Impervious surfaces include
improvements such as buildings, parking lots, roads and driveways. New London is situated at the top of the watershed, so
it is particularly important to protect these critical water resources not only for New London, but for the downstream
communities as well.
This amendment is intended to provide these protections by:
1. Managing any development that may be permitted by variance to require approval of a sedimentation and erosion
control plan before the development begins; and
2. Supporting all seven (7) of the specific purposes spelled out in ARTICLE XIII Wetlands Conservation Overlay
District in Paragraph A. Purpose.
YES 1,148
NO
269
5. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5 as proposed by the Planning Board for the New London Zoning
Ordinance?
AMENDMENT NO. 5: The Planning Board’s Amendment No. 5 proposes to:
A. Amend ARTICLE XIV Steep Slope Overlay District to:
1. Add a new provision requiring erosion and sedimentation control plans for any construction or development on
slopes in excess of 15%; and
2. Add a new section that would exclude areas with slopes in excess of 25% in calculating the minimum lot size and
density for new lots and developments.
3. Add a new section that would exclude areas with slopes in excess of 25% in calculating the minimum lot size and
density for new lots and developments; and
4. Add a new provision requiring a minimum contiguous area for building a house, accessory structures, and any
necessary on-site water and wastewater treatment systems. This minimum contiguous building area excludes
wetlands and areas with slopes exceeding 25%. It is applicable when creating new lots in all residential Zone
Districts.
B. Amend ARTICLE XVIII Cluster Development and XIX Planned Unit Development to cross-reference the effect of
excluding areas with slope in excess of 25% on calculating the density for Cluster and Planned Unit Developments.
RATIONALE: The primary purpose of this amendment is to provide further protection for all of the surface and
groundwater resources located in each watershed. Among other things, this amendment would result in an increase in the
minimum lot size of newly-created lots that include areas with slopes in excess of 25% so that runoff from such steep
slope areas can be better accommodated without damaging water resources. Please also refer to the RATIONALE for
AMENDMENT NO. 4, above, which is also applicable to this amendment.
This amendment is intended to provide these protections by:
1. Managing construction and development on slopes in excess of 15% to require approval of a sedimentation
and erosion control plan before construction or development; and
2.
Not allowing areas with slopes in excess of 25% to be used in calculating the minimum lot size or density
for new residential lots or developments.
YES 1,149
NO
274
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6. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 6 as proposed by the Planning Board for the New London Zoning
Ordinance?
AMENDMENT NO. 6: The Planning Board’s Amendment No. 6 proposes to amend ARTICLE XVI Shore Land Overlay
District, Paragraph H. Nonconforming Buildings & Structures to permit new foundations under specified conditions to be
built for nonconforming structures located entirely within the first fifty feet inland from the normal high water level of lakes
and ponds.
RATIONALE: The purpose of this amendment is to make it easier to maintain or replace an existing foundation for
structures located entirely within the first fifty (50) feet inland from the normal high water level of lakes and ponds.
Currently, the Zoning Ordinance prohibits any construction within this 50-foot zone; this amendment would allow the
maintenance or replacement of a structure’s foundation, pending an approved building permit.
YES 1,191
NO
228
7. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 7 as proposed by the Planning Board for the New London Zoning
Ordinance?
AMENDMENT NO. 7: The Planning Board’s Amendment No. 7 proposes to amend ARTICLE XXII Streams
Conservation Overlay District to add a new provision requiring an erosion and sedimentation control plan for any
construction or development located within the first one hundred (100) feet inland from the ordinary high water mark of
all streams regulated by the Ordinance. These streams are shown on the Streams and Wetland Protection Map dated
March 13, 2001. A copy is available for viewing in the Selectmen’s Office.
RATIONALE: The purpose of this amendment is to add a new provision requiring an erosion and sedimentation control
plan for any construction or development located within the first one hundred feet inland from the ordinary high water
mark of all streams protected by the ordinance. These protected streams are shown on the New London Streams and
Wetlands Protection Map dated March 21, 2001.
The purpose of this new provision requiring an erosion and sedimentation control plan for any construction or
development within these areas along streams is to minimize the effect any construction or development may have on the
quality of the downstream water resources. Please also refer to the RATIONALE for AMENDMENT NO. 4, above,
which is also applicable to this amendment.
YES 1,201
NO
222
8. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 8 as proposed by the Planning Board for the New London Zoning
Ordinance?
AMENDMENT NO. 8: The Planning Board’s Amendment No. 8 proposes to amend ARTICLE XIV Shore Land Overlay
District to revise the current provision requiring an erosion and sedimentation control plan for any construction or
development located within the first fifty feet inland from the normal high water level of all lakes and ponds to be
consistent with the new language proposed for comparable sections in the Wetlands and Steep Slopes Overlay Districts.
RATIONALE: The purpose of this amendment is to revise the current provision requiring an erosion and sedimentation
control plan for any construction or development located within the first fifty feet inland from the normal high water level
of all lakes and ponds to be consistent with the new language proposed for comparable sections in the Wetlands, Steams
and Steep Slopes Overlay Districts Please also refer to the RATIONALE for AMENDMENT NO. 4, above, which is also
applicable to this amendment.
YES 1,185
NO
220
9. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 9 as proposed by Petition?
AMENDMENT NO. 9: This Petitioned Amendment proposes to amend the definition of Structure in ARTICLE III
Definitions to exempt “equipment providing necessary utilities servicing buildings” from the definition of a structure.
Specifically, the Petitioned Amendment proposes to amend the definition of Structure in ARTICLE III Definitions as
follows:
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122. Structure: Anything constructed, placed or erected on the ground, or attached to something already existing on the
ground, with or without a durable foundation, whether temporary or permanent. Among other things, Structures include
Buildings (as defined in this regulation), Manufactured Homes, Presite Built Housing, walls, decks or platforms,
temporary carports and storage Structures, sheds, greenhouses and other accessory Structures (including Dish Antennas or
satellite earth stations that are over 3 feet in diameter). Equipment providing necessary utilities servicing Buildings, f
Fences, stone walls, animal shelters under 15 square feet, children’s swingsets, dumpsters, flagpoles, sandboxes,
playhouses and other playground equipment, Signs and Sign installation devices (see Article II, 10), tents for camping and
temporary tent Structures used for functions and gatherings are excluded from the definition of a Structure. For Floodplain
management purposes only, Structure means a walled and roofed Building, including a gas or liquid storage tank, as well
as a Manufactured Home. The Planning Board DISAPPROVES this petitioned zoning amendment.
YES 692
NO
676

CONTINUATION OF TOWN MEETING, MARCH 15, 2006 AT 7:00 PM
KEARSARGE REGIONAL MIDDLE SCHOOL
At 7:00 P.M., Kearsarge Regional Elementary School students, accompanied by Donald Clark on the piano and led by
Nicole Stark, opened Town Meeting by singing “The Star Spangled Banner” and leading the Pledge of Allegiance.
Moderator Cotton M. Cleveland thanked the Pot Luck Dinner Committee. The dinner prior to the meeting was attended
by approximately 150 people. Moderator Cleveland read the election results from Tuesday, March 14, 2006.
The meeting was called to order by Moderator Cotton Cleveland. There were 306 of 3426 registered voters who attended
the 2006 Town Meeting.
ARTICLE 2
To see if the Town will vote to suspend the reading of the individual Articles in the Warrant and to refer to them by
number. (Majority vote required)
VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE 3
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed $275,000 (two hundred seventy five thousand
dollars) for the purpose of engineering evaluation and upgrade construction to the Georges Mills Pump Station to meet
current federal and state regulations, and to authorize the issuance of not more than $275,000 (two hundred seventy five
thousand dollars) of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of RSA 33, and to authorize the Board of Sewer
Commissioners or Board of Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest
thereon; and further to authorize the Board of Sewer Commissioners or the Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept and
expend any federal, state or other available funds towards the project according to the terms under which they are received
and to borrow in anticipation of receipt of such aid or the issuance of such bonds or notes. The Board of Sewer
Commissioners or Board of Selectmen are hereby directed to establish fees sufficient to pay 100% of the principal and
interest due on the bonds or notes issued hereunder to be paid by those served or receiving benefit from this Pump Station
in accordance with RSA 149-I:7; and to authorize the Board of Sewer Commissioners or Board of Selectmen to take all
other actions as may be necessary to carry out the project in the best interest of the Town of New London. The Board of
Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this article. (2/3 ballot vote required)
There was no discussion on this article. At 7:50 PM ballot boxes were opened for 1 hour for both articles #3
and #4. Moderator Cleveland called the results at 9:00 PM.

ARTICLE PASSED: YES 293
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NO 4

ARTICLE 4
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed $250,000 (two hundred fifty thousand dollars)
for the purpose of engineering and constructing the repair of the Mountain Road landfill, which was damaged in the
October 2005 rains, and to authorize the issuance of not more than $250,000 (two hundred fifty thousand dollars) of
bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of RSA 33 and to negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate
of interest thereon, and to further authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend any federal, state or
other available funds towards the project, according to the terms under which they are received and to borrow in
anticipation of receipt of such funds. The Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this article. (2/3 ballot
vote required.)
There was no discussion on this article. At 7:50 PM ballot boxes were opened for 1 hour for both articles #3
and #4. Moderator Cleveland called the results at 9:00 PM.

ARTICLE PASSED: YES 292

NO 6

ARTICLE 5
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums for GENERAL GOVERNMENT
OPERATIONS. The Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
2006
2005
Executive
236,418
267,815
Elections, Registrations & Vitals
61,406
70,485
Financial Administration
217,385
240,778
Reassessment of Property
22,500
77,500
Personnel Administration
186,164
203,890
Planning and Zoning
40,457
48,432
General Government Buildings
165,950
158,333
Cemeteries
29,603
32,583
Insurance (not otherwise allocated)
52,400
67,100
15,128
Advertising & Regional Associations
14,922
TOTAL
$1,027,205 $1,182,044
VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE 6
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums for LEGAL EXPENSE. The Board of Selectmen
and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required).
2006
2005
Legal
40,000
40,000
300
Animal Rescue Fees
300
TOTAL
$40,300
$40,300
VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE 7
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums for PUBLIC SAFETY. The Board of Selectmen
and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required).
2006
2005
Police Department
688,563
736,160
Dispatch Center
262,156
276,300
Fire Department
162,944
201,055
Firewards
581
493
14,394
Emergency Management
6,494
TOTAL
$1,120,738 $1,228,402
VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
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ARTICLE 8
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums for HIGHWAYS & STREETS. The Board of
Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
2006
2005
Highway Administration
565,259
615,691
Highways & Streets/Repair & Maintenance
484,400
547,300
66,000
Street Lighting
22,100
TOTAL
$1,071,759 $1,228,991
VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE 9
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums for SANITATION. The Board of Selectmen and
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
2006
2005
Transfer Station Admin. and Operations
412,654
469,045
Solid Waste Cleanup
16,550
25,395
705,000
Sewage Collection & Disposal (Sewer Dept.)
618,000
TOTAL
$1,047,204 $1,199,440
VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE 10
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums for HEALTH AND WELFARE. The Board of
Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
2006
2005
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Health Administration
7,664
7,875
Kearsarge Council on Aging
9,600
9,600
Lake Sunapee Region VNA
11,495
11,664
New London Ambulance
75,146
85,260
WELFARE DEPARTMENT
Welfare Administration
815
815
Intergovernmental Welfare (CAP)
3,699
3,699
5,000
Welfare/Vendor Payments
3,500
TOTAL
$111,919
$123,913
VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE 11
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums for RECREATION AND CULTURE. The
Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
2006
2005
Recreation Department
122,955
115,129
Tracy Memorial Library
353,375
397,950
Patriotic Purposes
300
300
1,000
Other Culture, History and Archives
4,000
TOTAL
$480,630
$514,379
VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
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ARTICLE 12
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums for CONSERVATION and OTHER
CONSERVATION. The Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote
required)
2006
2005
Conservation Administration
21,370
7,420
Other-Care of Trees
10,000
10,000
TOTAL
$31,370
$17,420
VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE 13
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums for the payment of PRINCIPAL AND
INTEREST OF LONG-TERM DEBT. The Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required)
2006
2005
Principal -Bonds and Notes
169,324
118,897
Interest - Bonds and Notes
77,599
84,040
TOTAL
$246,923
$202,937
VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE 14
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate funds to be placed in previously established CAPITAL AND NONCAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS, as follows. The Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this
appropriation. (Majority vote required)
2005
2006
Fund Purpose
Bridge Repair & Maintenance Fund
5,000
5,000
5,000
1,000
Computer Repair &Maintenance Fund
5,000
0
Computer Software Capital Reserve Fund
150,000
150,000
Conservation Commission Land Acquisition Fund
5,000
5,000
Dispatch Radio Capital Reserve Fund
72,000
75,000
Fire Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund
162,500
155,000
Highway Equipment Replacement Capital Reserve
20,000
52,000
Intersection Improvements Capital Reserve Fund
10,000
10,000
Main Street Capital Reserve Fund
10,000
10,000
Master Plan Update Capital Reserve Fund
28,000
28,000
Milfoil Treatment & Prevention Fund
29,000
32,000
New Highway Equipment Capital Reserve Fund
7,500
9,000
Police Computer Updates Reserve Fund
25,000
25,000
Recreation Land Capital Reserve Fund
47,000
20,000
Sidewalk Project Capital Reserve Fund
20,000
63,000
Town Building Maintenance Fund
25,000
50,000
Town Hall Basement Capital Reserve Fund
5,000
0
Town Office Copier Replacement Reserve Fund
15,000
15,000
Tracy Library Building Maintenance Fund
6,000
5,000
Tracy Library Community Garden Maintenance Fund
0
5,000
Transfer Station Improvements Capital Reserve Fund
10,000
15,000
Police Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund
7,000
7,000
Tracy Library Computer Fund
4,000
4,000
Police Department Photocopier Capital Reserve Fund
TOTAL
$673,000
$741,000
VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
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ARTICLE 15
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $203,000 (two hundred three thousand dollars) for the vehicle and
equipment purchases listed below, and to authorize funding these amounts by withdrawal from the listed capital reserve
funds in the amounts below. The Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
Highway Equipment Replacement Capital Reserve Fund
Purpose: Purchase new dump truck with plow & sander to replace
2003 1-ton dump truck with plow & sander and purchase new
tractor to replace 1993 tractor
Fire Department Vehicle Replacement Capital Reserve Fund
Purpose: Purchase new pickup truck to replace 1999 pickup truck
Police Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund
Purpose: Purchase unmarked vehicle to replace 1995 Explorer
Police Computer Capital Reserve Fund
Purpose: Police Department computer hardware upgrade
Town Office Photocopier Reserve Fund
Purpose: Purchase new photocopier for Town Offices to replace
2000 model
Computer Software Capital Reserve Fund
Purpose: Upgrade Microsoft Office software for Town Offices
TOTAL

109,000

37,000
25,000
18,000
9,000
5,000
$203,000
VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE

ARTICLE 16
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $149,600 (one hundred forty-nine thousand six hundred dollars)
for the building repair and maintenance purposes listed below, and to authorize funding these amounts by withdrawal
from the listed capital reserve funds in the amounts below. The Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend
this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
Town Building Maintenance Fund
Purpose: Replace carpeting at Police Station/Courthouse and Town
Offices; complete interior restoration of Whipple Memorial Town
Hall; paint exterior of Old Academy Building
Whipple Memorial Town Hall Basement Reserve Fund
Purpose: Demolish interior to determine use of space
Transfer Station Improvements Reserve Fund
Purpose: Reappropriation of funds from 2005 to cover loading
dock and other improvements
Tracy Library Building Maintenance Fund
Purpose: Replace carpet in meeting room, install air conditioning,
window film, conduct tree work and some painting
TOTAL

73,000

30,000
35,000

11,600
$149,600
VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE

ARTICLE 17
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $27,500 (twenty seven thousand five hundred dollars)
to purchase a new Police Cruiser. The Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required)
VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE 18
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $88,000 (eighty-eight thousand dollars) for final
engineering design of the Newport and County Road intersection and sidewalks on Newport Road and County Road, and
to authorize the acceptance of $70,400 (seventy thousand four hundred dollars) from a federal grant, and to further
authorize the withdrawal of $8,800 (eight thousand eight hundred dollars) from the Intersection Improvement Capital
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Reserve Fund and $8,800 (eight thousand eight hundred dollars) from the Sidewalk Improvement Capital Reserve
Fund. The Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE 19
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $33,200 (thirty-three thousand two hundred dollars)
for the following elements of a mosquito control program to reduce the chance of infection with Eastern Equine
Encephalitis and/or West Nile Virus: collection and species identification of mosquito larvae; mapping of mosquito
breeding areas; control of mosquito larvae in stagnant waters by application of a bacterial insecticide (larvicide); and adult
mosquito population monitoring and testing. This will be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI, and will not lapse
until December 31, 2011. The Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote
required)
Moved and seconded to amend the article to read: “To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
not more than $9,000 to exclude larvicide and to move forward with testing and surveillance.”
Hand vote on the Amendment counted by Ballot Clerks.
YES 139
NO 142
AMENDMENT DOES NOT PASS
VOTE ON ARTICLE 19 AS WRITTEN:
VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE 20
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000 (fifteen thousand dollars) for the purposes of
updating the 1998 Master Plan, and to authorize the withdrawal of that amount from the Master Plan Update Reserve
Fund. The Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required.)
VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE 21
Shall we adopt the provision of RSA 72:28, to increase the optional tax credit on the taxes due on residential property for
qualified veterans from $200 to $500? Petitioned Warrant Article. (Majority vote required.)
VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE 22
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Tracy Library Building Maintenance Capital Reserve Fund to designate the
Board of Selectmen and the Tracy Library Board of Trustees as agents to expend. The Board of Selectmen recommends
this warrant article. (Majority vote required)
A voter made a motion to amend the article by adding: “provided that not more than $10,000 per year is
expended pursuant to this Article.” Motion was not seconded.
VOTE ON ARTICLE 22 AS WRITTEN: VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE 23
To see if the Town will vote to establish a Recycling Revolving Fund pursuant to RSA 31:95-h. The revenues received
from the sale of recyclables and other items related to recycling shall be allowed to accumulate from year to year, and
shall not be considered part of the Town’s general fund or general surplus. Provided, however, that at the end of every
fiscal year, the Recycling Revolving Fund shall be reduced to $5,000 (five thousand dollars), and the balance of the
Recycling Revolving Fund above $5,000 shall be deposited into the Town’s general fund or general surplus. The Town
Treasurer shall have custody of all monies in the fund, and shall pay out the same upon order by the Board of Selectmen
or the Town Administrator and Road Agent. Pursuant to RSA 31:95-h, these funds may be expended only to facilitate
recycling (as defined by RSA 149-M:4), and no expenditure shall be made in such a way as to require the expenditure of
other Town funds that have not been appropriated for that purpose. After creation of such revolving fund, the monies in
such fund shall not need further Town Meeting approval to be expended. The Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
VOTE IN THE
AFFIRMATIVE
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ARTICLE 24
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 (five thousand dollars) for Transfer Station
Equipment Maintenance. This will be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7 VI and will not lapse until
December 31, 2010. The Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote
required.)
VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE 25
To see if the Town will vote to (a) establish, per RSA 31:19-a, an expendable trust fund for the purpose of restoring and
repairing the Town Clock located in the tower of First Baptist Church; (b) to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,260
(ten thousand two hundred and sixty dollars) to be placed into this fund, which shall be known as the Town Clock
Fund; (c) authorize the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend this fund. The Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required.)
Moved and seconded to table Article 25, as private donations were received for the amount needed.
MOTION TO TABLE VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE 26
To see if the Town will vote, in accordance with RSA 231:43, to discontinue and relinquish all interest therein a portion of
Maple Lane approximately 260’ long by 48’ wide, beginning at a point approximately 310 feet from King Hill Road. The
Board of Selectmen recommends this warrant article. (Majority vote required.)
VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE 27
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to 1) negotiate and accept the gift or transfer of land and
appropriate easements from the owners of Map 77, Lot 28 (456 Elkins Road, known as the “Mesa property”), said land to
consist of the dam and appurtenant property, for the purposes of conservation, fire protection, historic preservation and
other public benefits; 2) consult with state and/or local officials, engineers, historians, and others to determine whether
said dam may be restored, breached, or left as-is; and 3) return to Town Meeting before expending funds other than
engineering and design expenses. The Town will incur no expenses relative to the process of gifting or transferring the
land, other than the Town’s legal fees, without returning to Town Meeting. The Board of Selectmen recommends this
warrant article. (Majority vote required).
VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE 28
To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 673:6 to provide for the appointment of not more than 5
(five) alternate members to any appointed local land use board, including the Planning Board, Zoning Board of
Adjustment, and Conservation Commission, who shall be appointed by the appointing authority. The terms of alternate
members shall be 3 years. The Board of Selectmen recommends this warrant article. (Majority vote required)
VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE 29
To hear the reports of agents, auditors, and committees heretofore chosen, to pass any vote relating thereto, and to transact
any other business that may legally come before said meeting. (Majority vote required).
NO OTHER DISCUSSION OR REPORTS. VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
There being no further business to be conducted at the meeting, Moderator Cleveland put forth the motion to adjourn the
meeting at 10:20 P.M.
AFFIRMATIVE VOTE FOR ADJOURNMENT
Respectfully submitted,

Linda M. Hardy, Town Clerk

A True Copy Attest: Linda M. Hardy, Town Clerk
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TOWN MODERATOR
Elections: New London citizens voted three times at beautifully renovated Whipple Memorial Hall in 2006. As it was a
statewide voting year, many of you might like to know the voter turnout statistics for New London. As usual, we had a
higher-than-average turnout compared to other New Hampshire towns:
•

Tuesday, March 14, 2006 at Town & School voting day, out of 3426 registered voters, 1528 or 45% voted at the polls.

•

Tuesday, September 12, 2006 at the NH State Primary, out of 3355 registered voters, 492 or 15% voted at the polls.

•

Tuesday, November 7 at the NH General Election, out of 3388 registered voters, 2331 or 70% voted at the polls.

Ballot Clerks: Two of our long term, dedicated Ballot Clerks resigned in 2006. Dick Guerringue and his wife Carol
moved to North Carolina. Wally Sanders retired due to health issues. Both Dick and Wally served each Election Day with
devotion, accuracy and flawless attendance for many years. Thank you, Dick! Thank you, Wally! A special mention goes
to Carol Guerringue, who served as an Alternate Ballot Clerk to help count the votes on many a long, tiring evening.
Based on these retirements and to begin to train new Ballot Clerks ahead of the rigorous 2008 Presidential election year,
we put out a “Call for Volunteer Ballot Clerks.” Once again New London citizens proved their commitment to a fair, open
election process. Fourteen people responded to our call and have already worked at the September and November
elections! We have instituted a new Election Official training workshop from 5:00 – 6:00 PM on the Monday prior to each
Election Day. This session helps us all to get back into election mode, review detailed procedures, discuss any updates or
changes in election law and to help Town Clerk Linda Hardy and Deputy Clerk Joan Pankhurst organize the huge
volumes of voting materials.
Supervisors of the Checklist: The fundamental underpinnings of a fair and open election depend upon the accuracy of
the voter registration list carefully watched over by three Supervisors of the Checklist. This year was a very sad one for all
of us who work on the elections when we lost Dana Stanley, long-time and devoted Supervisor of the Checklist! Our
hearts go out to Dana’s family and to her co-Supervisors, Celeste Cook and Arlene Marshall, who worked valiantly this
past fall while grieving for their respected friend and colleague. The Supervisors appointed Elizabeth Klingler to fill out
the remaining months of Dana’s term until the March 2007 elections.
2007 Elections: You will only have to vote one time in 2007, at the Tuesday, March 13 Town & School Voting Day. This
will leave you a full year to conserve your energy for the FOUR elections in 2008! As you will recall, in 2008 we have the
honor and duty to vote four times: Presidential Primary, March Town & School Voting Day, September NH State Primary
and November General Election. The date of the Presidential Primary remains a hotly contested wild card, as many states
vie to gain the status of New Hampshire’s “First in the Nation” Primary. Stay tuned!
Town Meeting: At 2006 Town Meeting we had 306 participants. We had several close votes where we went to a hand
count. Although hand counts are a perfectly valid way of counting at Town Meeting, in retrospect, I believe that I should
have initiated a secret ballot. At the time I was mistakenly under the impression that only a request from five registered
voters accompanied by their signatures could trigger a secret ballot. I have since done some research and am informed that
the Moderator – sensing an overwhelming desire from the floor or when faced with a very close hand count -- may call for
a secret ballot without a specific voter request. As always with any action the Moderator takes, she can be overruled by a
majority of voters present. This power to overrule is a critical element in keeping Town Meeting in the hands of the
voters.
Moderator Rules in New London: As in previous reports, I am including New London Town Moderator Rules for your
interest and convenience. I have annotated the rule on secret ballots to reflect the above paragraph:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Please state your name clearly into the microphone before making your statement.
No non-voters may participate, except Police Chief or similar resource person, who may speak only to offer
information.
All substantive motions and amendments must be in writing. In all motions or amendments, try to avoid situations
where a negative vote is needed to express a positive intent.
Only one amendment at a time.
No amendments to amendments.
Voice vote, show of hands (holding colored card for visibility) or secret (“yes/no”) paper ballot.
Any request for secret ballot must come with five (5) signatures of voters registered in New London, and be handed to
the moderator prior to voice vote on the article. The Moderator may initiate a secret ballot at any time.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Any ruling by the moderator may be challenged by a qualified voter. The moderator will then poll the house. A simple
majority controls.
Try to avoid shutting off debate prematurely. A 2/3 vote is necessary to call the question and a call itself is not
debatable.
Give all the opportunity to speak once, beginning with the presenter of the motion, then recognize speakers giving a
second chance after all have spoken at least once.
All speakers should direct their remarks to the Moderator. In case of questions, the moderator shall call upon the
appropriate person to respond.
Each article remains open for further action until the moderator moves to the next article. After that, the meeting must
vote to reconsider a previous article.
No substantive actions may be taken under the "any other business" article. Votes of appreciation or recognition may
be taken, and the moderator will only call for ayes.

The Town Meeting is a forum at which to ask questions, but more important, it is a place for debate. Proper respect and
decorum will be expected of all. I look forward to seeing you all at the 2007 Town Meeting on Wednesday, March 14th at
7:00 pm at the Kearsarge Middle School in New London.
Respectfully submitted,

Cotton M. Cleveland
Town Moderator

SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
The term “Supervisors of the Checklist” shall include “any board of registrars or similar body performing the functions of
registering voters and correcting checklists in cities.” RSA 652:15. Basically, this means that the Supervisors of the
Checklist determine whether an applicant is qualified to register to vote, and if so, register the voter.
Applicants may register at the Town Office with the Town or Deputy Town Clerk, at any session held by the Supervisors
or at the polling place (Whipple Town Hall) on Election Day. When determining the qualifications the Supervisors, the
Town and Deputy Town Clerk shall require the applicant to present proof of citizenship, age and domicile. In 2006 the
State of New Hampshire implemented the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (“HAVA”). ElectioNet, the Statewide Voter
Registration System (“SVRS”) became the new checklist for the State Primary and General Elections.
The Supervisors Dana Stanley, Arlene Marshall and Celeste Cook, together with Linda Hardy, Town Clerk, spent two full
days in Concord being trained on this new Statewide Voter Registration System. Immediately upon completing the
training we went to work (with the assistance of Joan Pankhurst, Deputy Town Clerk) cleaning up the Town of New
London’s checklist. This effort took the better part of the late summer and early fall as every New London voter record
had to be checked for correct street address and birth date. In October, in the middle of this process, Dana Stanley, the
“Chief Supervisor” had a most tragic accidental death. Dana was devoted to the democratic process and is sorely missed.
In mid-December, Elizabeth Klingler stepped in as the interim Supervisor. We welcome her!
New London has a population of approximately 4,400 persons. As of December 2006 there were 3,356 registered voters76% of the total population of New London is registered. Of these, 1,429 were registered as Undeclared (43%), 1,246 as
Republican (37%), and 681 as Democrat (20%). We are fortunate that the citizens of New London are committed to
exercising their right to vote.
The Supervisors were present for changes and corrections to the Checklist at the School Board Meeting in January, the
Town Election and Town Meeting in March, the State Primary Election in September as well as the General Election in
November.
Respectively submitted,

Celeste Cavanaugh Cook
Supervisor
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TOWN CLERK & TAX COLLECTOR
The Town Clerk & Tax Collector’s office has seen many changes in 2006 and many more are coming in 2007!
Our long-awaited connection to the State of New Hampshire for vehicle registrations is getting closer; computer lines
have been installed and we are awaiting equipment delivery, to be followed by several training sessions. Once we are “up
and running,” residents will be able to complete many more types of transactions in our office, rather than being sent to
another office for completion. We look forward to finally offering this service!
Also on the horizon is our ability to accept online property tax and sewer payments by credit card or ACH debit. This
service has been somewhat delayed but is anxiously anticipated by many residents. Fees for processing these payments
are the responsibility of the residents using the system. Residents should be aware that we still will not be able to accept
credit or debit cards in person. This will be strictly an online service, initiated through the Town of New London website.
In 2006, we had three elections: the State of New Hampshire primary in September and the general election in November
as well as the traditional ballot voting and Town Meeting in March. In 2007, we will have only the Town elections. We
are warily looking forward to 2008, in which we will once again see a Presidential election, as well as the first in the
nation Presidential Primary! After many hours of preparing our voter checklist, we joined all other cities and towns in
New Hampshire and implemented the statewide online voter system in 2006. The state also provided new equipment
designed to offer alternative voting options to each town in New Hampshire, which we implemented in the September and
November elections.
We processed a large volume of passport applications in 2006, as citizens prepare for deadlines set by the U.S.
Department of State regarding who must present passports for travel. Air travelers to non-U.S. Caribbean Islands, Mexico
and Canada must have passports as of January 23, 2007. At this time the final deadline is January 1, 2008, for travelers by
land crossing into Mexico or Canada. We expect a surge in applications as that deadline approaches. We will keep our
residents informed of any changes or updates, as new proposals may change or delay the deadlines originally imposed.
Deputy Town Clerk and Tax Collector Joan Pankhurst and I are always striving to improve the services we provide to
you. We always enjoy having residents visit us in person, but for your convenience most transactions are able to be
accomplished by mail as well. We have immensely enjoyed our interactions with you in 2006, and look forward to
continuing our wonderful relationships with the residents of the Town of New London in the coming year.
Respectfully submitted,

Linda M. Hardy
Town Clerk and Tax Collector
DOG OWNERS must register all dogs over three months of age. Rabies certificates are required for registration. Dog license
renewals are due by April 30. Owners are liable for dogs running at large. License Fees: $4.50 new puppy; adult dogs: $6.50 altered,
$9.00 not altered. If owner is over 65 years of age, fee for license is $2.00 for first dog in household. Civil Forfeiture for not obtaining
a dog license is a fine of $25.00 (RSA 466:13).
VEHICLE OWNERS must register their vehicles with the Town Clerk. Renewals, decals, transfers and plates are available.
THOSE WORKING IN OR NEAR WETLANDS OR WATERWAYS must file a Dredge and Fill application with the Town
Clerk before beginning work (RSA 483-A). Fines may be assessed for non-compliance.
PASSPORT APPLICATIONS: We process applications for first-time passports and passport renewals:
•
•
•
•
•

Applicants for first-time passport must appear in person. Required documentation at time of application includes application,
passport photos, certified copy of birth certificate, and back-up identification.
For children under the age of 14, both parents must appear. Children’s renewals are treated the same as first-time passport
applications.
Signatures must be witnessed by the passport agent, so do not sign applications in advance of your visit.
Total fees for standard processing are $97.00 (adults) and $82.00 (children under the age of 16). Please bring checks for payment,
as fees are divided between two payees, and passport application fees must accompany paperwork to Passport Processing Office.
Passport renewals for adults are done by mail directly with the Passport Office and require completed application, new photos, old
passport and check.

TOWN HISTORY BOOKS: We sell copies of the Mirror to America, A History of New London, New Hampshire, 1900-1950, for
$20.00 and Our Voices, Our Town, A History of New London, New Hampshire, 1950-2000, for $30.00.
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ASSESSING OFFICE
It’s been 16 months since I came to New London as the assessor and I can honestly say it has been a challenging and
rewarding experience. One of the main goals in the Tri-Town arrangement was to keep the towns in compliance with state
guidelines. I can report that we have been certified by the State of New Hampshire for 2005, and we successfully
completed the 2005 assessment update resulting in about 11 abatement requests. Most of those were resolved on the local
level amicable to both the Town’s and taxpayer’s satisfaction. There are only two Superior Court appeals pending, one
based on a 2004 tax appeal and the other a 2005 tax case. The building permit season for the spring of 2006 was active
and all changes as a result of building permit activity were addressed for the first billing in 2006.
In terms of the market in this area, it appears to have finally taken a bit of a reprise and things seem to be leveling off. The
reason why that is important is we will not have to perform an all encompassing assessment update for 2007. The overall
market seems to be responding similarly to all types and classes of property in terms of assessment to sale price ratios,
alleviating the need to adjust segments of the tax base to achieve fairness and equity among all classes and types of
property. We continually monitor the real estate market and its relationship to assessments in New London.
On the average, New London is assessing property at 89.1% of its sale price. This means if a property sold for $300,000,
on the average the assessment would be about $267,300. Please note that the 89.1% is an average number made up of the
all sale prices in New London compared to the corresponding assessment.
There has been a lot of publicity surrounding the so-called “view tax.” There is
no such thing; view is simply a component part of the value of your property.
There are varying degrees of view, which we as professional assessors have
been quantifying for years. Yes, view can be somewhat subjective, but the fact
is that as long as the factors are being applied consistently across an entire
community by a trained professional, it is fair. That is the ultimate goal of an
assessing program, to be fair. Much of the recent talk about view stems from
the fact that those communities never used view as a component of value,
which tended to make their assessments unfair. In New London, view has been
a component of value back to at least 1987.

“There has been a lot of
publicity surrounding the socalled ‘view tax.’ There is no
such thing; view is simply a
component part of the value
of your property.”

We are moving forward with our re-inspection program, which allows us to verify property data on a regular basis and
avoids the need to perform a costly and often disruptive full-scale revaluation. We are presently inspecting condos at The
Seasons and our plan after that is to move on to Hilltop Place. These two complexes appear to have inconsistent data as
compared to our inspections over the last year or so. We will be very active this spring visiting properties that have
building permits taken out after April 1, 2006 or those that were not completed by April 1, 2006. We continue to send out
sales letters every month to ascertain information about previous month’s sales and to visit the property to verify the
property data at the time of sale.
Amy Rankins led the charge in bringing our current use records into state compliance. Current use allows owners a
reduction in their assessed value in exchange for the land being left in its natural state. All other taxpayers pick up the
difference in their share of the tax burden to allow this program to happen, so it is very important for the Town and its
citizens to be assured the records are accurate and up to date. Amy helped many individuals through the process of
updating their current use records; the process was worthwhile as we corrected discrepancies in some records.
I would like to remind taxpayers to regularly review their property record file to make sure their records are accurate. The
Selectmen’s office is open daily from 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM with assistance available. You may also view your property
record card on line at: http://data.visionappraisal.com/NewlondonNH/, and assessing information about the Town of New
London is available on the Town’s website at www.nl-nh.com/assessing.
At the end of 2006, Assistant Assessor Dan Fitzgerald announced his departure for a private appraisal firm. We will miss
Dan, and very much appreciate his assistance in helping us set up a successful three-town assessing department.
Please do not hesitate to call our office at 526-4821, ext. 17, with any inquiries relating to your property assessment.
Respectfully submitted,

Normand G. Bernaiche
Town Assessor
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TAX RELIEF PROGRAMS
The following tax relief programs are permitted by state law and were adopted by Town Meeting. Applications for these
programs are available at the Selectmen’s Office and, unless otherwise stated, are due by March 1 following the final tax
bill. Please call the Selectmen’s Office at 526-4821 ext. 20 if you have any questions.
Abatements: Per RSA 76:16, property owners who believe that their property is assessed incorrectly or that the
assessment is disproportionate to other similar properties may apply to the Board of Selectmen for an abatement.
Applications are available in the Selectmen’s Office and on line at: www.nh.gov/btla/forms.html. March 1 deadline.
Blind Exemption: Per RSA 72:37, residents who are legally blind, as determined by the Administrator of Blind Services
of the Vocational Rehabilitation Division of the Education Department, may qualify for a $15,000 exemption off the
property value. Applications are available in the Selectmen’s Office. March 1 deadline.
Tax Deferral Lien: Per RSA 72:38-a, a disabled resident or resident over 65 may apply for a tax deferral lien. This
program allows a resident to defer payment of their residential property taxes, plus annual interest of 5%, until the transfer
of their property. March 1 deadline.
Elderly Exemption: Residents over 65 years of age who meet income and asset limits may apply for an exemption off
the assessment of their property: a single resident must have a net income under $26,800 and married residents a
combined net income under $40,800, and cannot own assets in excess of $150,000 (excluding the value of the residence
and up to two acres of residential land). Approved applicants will receive the following exemptions: ages 65-74, $35,000;
ages 75-79, $50,000; and over 80 years old, $70,000. Applications are due by April 15 for the current tax year.
Veteran’s Tax Credit: Per RSA 72:28, a resident who has served in the armed forces in qualifying wars or armed
conflicts and was honorably discharged; a resident who served in any war or armed conflict that has occurred since May
8, 1975 in which the resident earned an armed forces expeditionary medal or theater of operations service medal; or the
spouse or surviving spouse of such resident, may qualify for a $500 tax credit. The surviving spouse of any person who
was killed or died while on active duty, so long as the surviving spouse does not remarry, may qualify for a $2,000 tax
credit. Any person who has a total and permanent service connected disability or is a double amputee or paraplegic
because of service connected injury, and has been honorably discharged, may qualify for a $2,000 tax credit. Applications
are due by April 15 for the current tax year.
Low & Moderate Income Homeowner’s Property Tax Relief: The State of New Hampshire’s Low and Moderate
Property Tax Relief Program runs annually from May 1 - June 30. In the past, the State has made applications available at
the Selectmen’s Office by April 15 and required them to be filed directly with the state between May 1 - June 30. Those
interested in learning more about this program should visit the Department of Revenue Administration website at
www.nh.gov/revenue/forms/low_mod_program.htm or contact the DRA at (603)271-2191. This is a state run program
authorized by RSA 198:57 and eligibility is determined at the state level. You may be eligible for this program if you are
single with an adjusted gross income equal to or less than $20,000; married or filing head of a NH household with an
adjusted gross income equal to or less than $40,000; own a home subject to the State Education Property Tax; and resided
in that home on April 1 of the tax year.
For more information about any of these programs, please contact Amy Rankins, Land Use and Assessing
Coordinator, at 526-4821, ext. 20 or by email at landuse@nl-nh.com.
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NEW LONDON FIRE DEPARTMENT
After 35 years in the fire service, 30 years in the New London Fire Department, and 14 total years as the New London
Fire Chief, I have decided to “pass the torch” to another generation. Although I have enjoyed my life in the fire service
more than most people could imagine, the often unusual hours and sometimes extreme physical demands make this a job
best performed by people younger than I am. I will step down on May 1, 2007, and Captain Jason Lyon will serve as
interim Fire Chief while the Board of Firewards conducts a formal search for my permanent replacement. I am confident
that I am leaving the department in the hands of the most capable, caring and professional team of firefighters that we will
ever have, and that my absence will not be noticed. I will continue to serve the Fire Department, but in a role that will be
more advisory in nature.
The new chief will become a full-time rather than part-time position, absorbing many of the duties that were performed by
the Fire Prevention and Training Officer (the position currently held by Captain Lyon), and a new entry-level firefighter
will be hired to assist the chief. This will bring the total number of full-time employees to two. The work shifts of the two
employees will be overlapped in order to have station coverage for a longer period of each day. This will provide active
service during the times of the day that produce the highest frequency of emergency events.
Analysis has shown that when compared to towns of similar size, New London consistently responds to more non-medical
fire calls than most other towns, and does so with a significantly lower operating budget. We have done this by adopting
policies designed to make the most efficient use of our labor resources. These include designing and purchasing apparatus
that combines as many functions as possible into each new piece, reducing the total number of operators required, and an
on-call system that allows us to respond to service calls, electronic alarms and other less serious events with one skilled
firefighter rather than the entire department, saving substantially on overall labor costs. In fact, we have fewer pieces of
apparatus (three) than any other town in the region, and this year 357 out of the total of 463 fire calls were handled by one
on-call firefighter.
Because we have had a full-time firefighter for the past few years, we have been in a position to evaluate the availability
of, and ultimately apply for and receive $159,700 in state and federal grants, the most recent of which was a grant in 2006
for $29,000 for the replacement of 20 individual sets of turnout gear. In addition, during the same period of time, we have
solicited nearly $175,000 in private donations, which helped to accomplish much of the 2004 station renovations, and
most recently, the acquisition of an inflatable, lightweight rescue boat, motor and trailer.
We have a very aggressive fire prevention program in New London, which includes rigorous fire code enforcement, fire
prevention training for schools and businesses, the installation, maintenance and inspection of water supplies for fire
suppression in all new developments and the development of new water supplies in some older neighborhoods. We have
policies in place that now require automatic sprinkler systems in all new, large commercial applications and have been
instrumental in promoting improvements to the public water supply that will support the needs of the town as it develops.
In addition, we inspect and license 35 places of assembly (function rooms, churches, restaurants, etc.), perform routine

Peter Stanley will retire from the Fire Department in 2007, after 30 years of service.
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fire inspections of the hospital, schools, daycare facilities and many businesses, and provide fire watches for a wide
variety of special functions and events. Although the New London Fire Department is proud to be able to offer so much
service to the community, the cost of that service continues to grow as the population of the town and the region expands.
As I mentioned earlier, we had a total of 463 fire calls this year, down significantly from last years high of 597 but still
higher than 2004. I think this drop is due to the mild temperatures and lack of snow and icy driving conditions this fall and
winter. We responded to far fewer automobile accidents this fall than we normally do. Structure fires (in New London and
mutual aid both) were also down significantly, as were freeze-up related calls such as sprinkler malfunctions, due to the
incredibly warm temperatures this year. Is this a trend? Who knows, but it does make it difficult to plan.
One last thing that I’m quite proud of in my tenure as chief is that our Fire Department provides a nurturing environment
for all of its members, older and younger, men and women. We include people with all sorts of skills, and are more of a
family, rather than the “brotherhood” you hear of in some parts of the country. Perhaps that is why women make up nearly
a quarter of our total force of firefighters. I have had the pleasure, over and over, of watching teenagers join our
department and in a few short years, morph into well trained, self confident men and women, capable of dealing with dire
emergencies and horrible tragedies with the skill and professionalism that we have all come to expect.
I am proud to have served with so many wonderful people and I appreciate all of the support that this community has so
generously given over the years. I leave you with some of the most sophisticated apparatus in the state, housed in what is
arguably one of the most beautiful and well equipped station houses in the region, staffed by wonderful, skilled, well
trained personnel who will serve you well.
Respectfully submitted,

Peter S. Stanley
Fire Chief
Fire Calls
Structure Fire
Chimney Fire
Vehicle Fire
Vehicle Accident
Extrication
Brush Fire
Kitchen Fire
Electrical Fire
Wood Stove Malfunction
Furnace Malfunction
Sprinkler Malfunction
Rescue
Search
Illegal Burn
Wire Down – tree on the line
Hazardous Material Spill
Hazardous Condition (BIO)
Smoke Report
Alarm Response
False Alarm
Public Assistance
Flood Control
Mutual Aid Structure
Mutual Aid Other
Other
DHART Transfer
Gas Leak/LP
Bomb Threat
Carbon Monoxide Detector
Medical Assist
TOTAL

2006
1
4
6
90
2
5
0
9
2
1
1
5
1
8
59
5
0
21
25
65
43
17
6
10
18
0
15
0
13
31
463
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2005
7
5
13
136
5
8
7
7
0
8
10
5
2
11
26
7
2
15
47
93
49
22
21
3
21
1
15
0
14
32
597

2004
2
6
4
106
1
2
5
5
2
10
10
4
0
11
18
7
0
17
25
91
39
3
12
7
21
0
8
1
14
24
457

Photo by Nancy Lyon
Photo by Brian Campbell

Firefighters Brian Carey, Tony Edgecomb, and Sam Cahan run the ladder during a training exercise.

Bottom row: FF Rick Gauthier, FF Tony Edgecomb, FF Kaisha Hayden, FF Amy Tarte and FF Blair Weathers.
Top row: FF Eric Johnson, Safety Officer Richard Simek, Capt. Jason Lyon, FF Todd Livingston, FF Sam Cahan, Lt.
Mike McElman, FF BJ Hardy, FF Allison Coy, D.C. Karl Bjorklund, FF Ed Johnson, Lt. Matt McClay, Lt. Chris
Hoffman, FF Dave Carey, Lt. Amy Lyon, Chief Peter Stanley, FF Glen Lohmann, and FF Jim Cahill.
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POLICE AND COMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT
2006 was one of the most active years for this department in terms of training. You may have seen the department
conducting “Simunitions Training” on Main Street this past spring. That training was conducted by our Town’s insurance
carrier and was presented to area police departments using “actors” from the area. This training was well received by all in
attendance. Each officer worked (trained) in real situations requiring him or her to enhance communications skills, react
appropriately given the situation, and to complete each exercise safely. A similar training event took place in the fall with
area agencies, this time specific to an event that could occur in a school environment. Some of the additional training that
our officers received this year includes: Field Training Officer school, death investigations, National Incident Command
training, Controlled Force and Defensive Tactics, Thermo Vision (certified Thermographer), Cyber Crime fundamentals,
Asset Forfeiture and Equitable Sharing training to name a few.
The department was also successful in receiving grants from the federal and state governments. A thermal imager was
received this year and the grant covered special training for an officer in how to use and train the rest of the department in
its use. It has been used in a couple of situations to date and we anticipate this unit to be used often in the future. We also
received new radars, computers, voice activation system, control switch boxes, and the software needed to run this new
equipment in all of our patrol cars. This program (Car 54 project) will help the officers communicate and create a safer
environment for them while working out on the road. From the state this year, we received grants for increased radar
patrols and drunken driving patrols. One example of a radar patrol was during NASCAR race weekend, we set-up a radar
patrol on Route 11 and over the two-day period, we stopped over 250 vehicles in a 12-hour period, and wrote 90+ tickets
with double that number in warnings. This year we arrested 41 people for DWI, many during our dedicated patrols under
the state grant, for which we received a letter of commendation from the State Highway Safety Agency.
Speaking of commendations, in January 2007, New Hampshire Attorney General Kelly Ayotte recognized the efforts that
Detective Christopher Currier made fighting cyber crime last year. Detective Currier received one of eight awards given
to NH investigators, instructors, prosecutors, and agencies during a ceremony at the New Hampshire Police Standards and
Training facility in Concord.
Here are some of the highlighted cases that the department worked on this year. A vehicle was stolen from a commercial
parking lot. The vehicle was recovered and the investigation led to an arrest. A burglary from a local hotel room was
reported and after an investigation, the property was recovered and an arrest was made. A burglary suspect was convicted
of two separate burglaries after an investigation into the thefts of a business; the investigation was conducted by this
department with the assistance of Sunapee PD. New London detectives arrested a person for burglary, criminal mischief,
and forgery after investigating a reported burglary. Property not even discovered missing was identified as stolen property
and added to the charges that were brought forward. And the last highlight I wanted to make note of was, during overnight
hours Officer Pickering discovered a burglary in-progress, an arrest was made, and during the follow-up investigation, a
second location was uncovered that had also been burglarized.
Our radar sign board continues to be very popular and we receive many requests for it to be placed in specific areas of
town. We attempt to grant all of those requests, however, if we did not make it into your neighborhood, or you would like
to request this radar board in the future, please contact this department and we will put your request on the list of locations
for future deployment.
We had no turnover this year within the Police Department, a trend I hope continues for many years to come. This is
evident when you review our number of officer initiated activities. The department replaced its 1996 Explorer this year
with a Dodge Caravan, a purchase that was discussed in great detail and its use will be very versatile for years to come.
Many changes occurred in the Communications Department this year. The department took on the responsibility of
dispatching for the Sunapee Police Department at the end of June and we welcome them into our communications
network. We also said goodbye to the Bradford Police Department at the end of this year, as they decided to move on to
receive their dispatch services from the County Sheriff, and we wish them all the best.
Other changes came in the way of personnel. We hired Kara Culpon as a full-time dispatcher, and later this year she went
part-time as she continues her education. Other part-time dispatchers hired this year are Sue Gregory and Sara Robert. All
of them have settled in very well, and have proven to be important assets to our department.
Physical changes have occurred as well in the Communications Department this year. With the Sunapee Police
Department coming on line with us, we realized the need for having two communications specialist on during busy radio
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traffic hours, so a new center was designed and implemented using in part the new revenue from the Town of Sunapee.
This should serve our needs for the foreseeable future.
I would like to thank the Board of Selectmen, Town Office staff, Highway and Fire Departments, along with the College
Safety department for their continued support.
Respectfully submitted,

David J. Seastrand
Chief of Police

2006 Police Department Incident Counts
Incident Type
911 Hangups
Abandoned Vehicle
Alarm
Animal Complaint
Arrest
Assist Citizen
Assist Motorist
Assault
Assist Other Agency
Bad Check
Be on Lookout
Burglary
Burn Permits issued
Business Check
Business Check Requests
Civil Issue/Stand-by
Computer Related
Counterfeiting
Criminal Threats
Criminal Trespass
Criminal Mischief
Death/Suicide
Directed Patrol
Disorderly Conduct
Domestic Dispute
Drug Related
Escort
Facility Used
Fingerprints
Fire Call
Forgery
Fraud
Fireworks Violation
Harassment
House Check
House Check Request
Internet Crimes - Children
Indecent Exposure
Juvenile Complaints
Liquor Law

2006 2005
79
56
113
93
404
324
233
196
293
258
81
60
273
231
12
5
189
169
8
17
69
57
13
6
42
9
1174
166
6
3
35
15
2
7
1
1
16
11
8
3
42
53
2
2
564
184
4
8
24
17
16
15
0
6
25
17
262
247
15
1
2
5
26
28
3
5
26
35
1123
391
103
115
1
1
2
2
35
29
8
20

Change
+23
+20
+80
+37
+35
+21
+42
+7
+20
-9
+12
+7
+33
+1008
+3
+20
-5
0
+5
+5
-11
0
+380
-4
+7
+1
-6
+8
+15
+14
-3
-2
-2
-11
+732
-12
0
0
+6
-12

2006
Incident Type
Littering
10
Log Notes
272
Lost Property
48
Medical Call
110
Missing Person
12
MV Complaints
149
MV Unlocks
61
Noise Disturbance
52
OHRV Complaints
3
Open Container
2
Open Door/Window
22
Other
28
Paperwork Service
99
Parking Violation
165
Passing a School Bus
1
Pistol Permit
12
Police Information
39
Property – Stolen
1
Property – Found
54
Protective Custody
4
Protective Order
3
Reckless Conduct
0
Residential Lockout
6
Road Complaints
127
MV Repossession
4
Sexual Assault
4
Shoplifting/Willful Concealment
3
Shots Fired
3
Stalking
4
Subject Stop
13
Suicide – Attempted
2
Suspicious Person/Vehicle
343
Theft
87
Unwanted Subject
23
Traffic Accident
152
Traffic Stops
3183
VIN Inspections
36
Vehicle off road – no damage
19
Welfare Check
30
Wires Down
50
TOTAL INCIDENTS
10570
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2005 Change
21
-11
223
+49
51
-3
97
+13
19
-7
129
+20
31
+30
47
+5
5
-2
2
0
18
+4
18
+10
82
+17
230
-65
14
-13
23
-11
59
-20
1
0
46
+8
8
-4
2
+1
1
-1
6
0
124
+3
5
-1
2
+2
0
+3
8
-5
1
+3
8
+5
2
0
281
+62
66
+21
28
-5
195
-43
2312
+871
23
+13
27
-8
40
-10
16
+34
7139

Police Officers Jodi Bailey (below) and Matt McClay (behind the Expedition, above) participate in “Simunitions”
training offered by the Local Government Center in May 2006, held at Colby-Sawyer’s London House.
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ROAD AGENT
As we wind down 2006 we hope we can wring out some of the water we had to deal with this past spring, summer, and
fall. As we move forward to another year we must look back at what we accomplished this year.
Highway Work: As most of us know this past spring, summer and fall were wet.
We had about 62” of rain at the highway garage from the last week of March to
the end of December, not bad since a normal year’s worth of precipitation
averages about 40” or so. We spent many hours repairing washed out ditches,
only to get another heavy rain and we would have to start all over again. We did
finally get the ditches repaired and staying in place. As in past years we have
spent many hours cleaning ditches with machines and by hand where or as
needed. But we were able to see a great savings when we did have the rain, as we
only had a few large washouts and many small ones. This just proves to us that
some very basic road work does save a lot in the long term.

“As of this writing we are
at full staff and I would like
to say that the staff we have
are a very dedicated and
professional bunch of
people.”

Our large construction project this year was on Wilmot Center Road from Elkins Road to Lakeshore Drive and then out
about half the length of Lakeshore Drive. We replaced culverts and installed drainage and under drains as needed. Then
we ground, compacted and repaved the roads. On Lakeshore Drive we added crushed pavement and crushed glass that we
had stockpiled in the town pit (we used about 300 yards of each material, saving the town the cost of gravel while
recycling two great products). This allowed us to have a better base under the road. After the roads were paved, we filled
the shoulders with either knit pack or recycled ditching material. On Lakeshore Drive, we filled some of the side slopes so
the drop off was not as severe, and where we added crushed pavement we had to bring the slopes up to match.
We cleaned and reestablished ditches on the following roads: Goose Hole Lane, Burpee Hill Road, Columbus Avenue,
Page Road, Tracy Road, Fairway Lane and Bog Road. This fall we put approximately 800 yards of crushed gravel on the
roads and we used about 850 tons of -inch gravel on roads. Some of these were Old Main Street, Columbus Avenue,
Rowell Hill Road, Morgan Hill Road and Camp Sunapee Road.
Along with paving the above roads, we were able to shim part of Seamans Road, as the section we did was badly wheelrutted. For this reason and the fact that the price of hot top went up a lot this year we were only able to shim about 2,000
feet.
We were down one staff person for part of the year after losing Ryan Haynes in December 2005. This summer and fall we
hired Mel Furbush as Maintenance II, Michael Rutter as Maintenance I, George Mooshian in the Sewer Department, and
Barbara Vaughn as a part-time office assistant. The office assistant position is new and has hours from 9:00 AM – 1:00
PM daily. This has been a great addition to our staff, as it will allow us to keep better track of what we do on what roads
and track our equipment costs at a great level then what we were doing before. And as most of you probably know the
paper work just continues to be more and more every year. As of this writing we are at full staff and I would like to say
that the staff we have are a very dedicated and professional bunch of people. We are attending more training sessions to
stay up with new technology and products to help us do our job.
Cemetery Division: Last summer the rain made the grass grow but made it hard to keep up with the mowing and
trimming. But as it the past, John Wiltshire at Old Main Street and Ben Severance at Elkins were up to the task. Ben left
in late summer and John stayed all year. They both mowed and trimmed in the rain a good many times to keep the
cemeteries looking as good as we could under the conditions. I would also like to thank the staff from the Highway
Department who helped after Ben left. We continue to do stone maintenance, add loam where needed and trim shrubs.
Transfer Station: During the past year we have been at full staff most of the time. We did lose Glenn Carey during the
year and we hired John Early to take his place as Transfer Station supervisor. Robin and Steve have been with us for a
couple of years, and we have received many positive comments about the team at the Transfer Station.
The amount of recycling we do has been good over the past years. We are looking at different ways to make the recycling
increase. With funds from the recycling revolving fund we have purchased brown paper bags with handles on them to
help people recycle paper products. These bags are free at the Transfer Station. All we ask is that you use them for paper
recycling and you pack at least 4 pounds of paper or more to each bag. Late this fall we also purchased some plastic
recycling boxes that are for sale after at the Transfer Station, Highway Department, and Town Offices. These will be great
to collect your recyclables in and take them to the Transfer Station. Revenue for recyclables has held close to the same all
year; some products have gone up and a few have gone down but mostly they have remained the same.
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As you will hear more about in the new year, the state legislature has passed a new law that goes into effect on July 1,
2007. The new law prohibits the throwing of computer parts and TVs in with our household trash. This means we will
have to find a different way of disposing of these products. We are looking at a couple of different ways this may be
accomplished and we will let everyone know as the date gets closer.
We will be forming a Solid Waste Committee in 2007 to guide us through upcoming decisions on solid waste and
recycling. If you are interested, please contact me or Town Administrator Jessie Levine.
We would like to thank all the people who use the transfer station and recycle center for doing such a great job. Without
the people who recycle, we would be paying a lot more for trash disposal. THANK YOU.
Recycling and Disposal Report
Trash (tons) hauled to Claremont incinerator
Recycling Material Sold (tons)
Total Solid Waste
Revenue from Material Sold
Cost Avoidance ($91/ton in 2006)
Total Benefit from Recycling
Weight in tons
Paper
Cardboard
*
Glass
Light Metal (Scrap)
Steel Cans (Tin)
Aluminum Foil/Plates
Aluminum Cans
Batteries (Home)
Plastic Bottles (HDPE)
Plastic (PETE)
Returnables
TOTAL:

2006
3122.11
799.12
3921.23
$27,208.64
$72,719.92
$99,928.56

2006
2006
Weight
Revenue
297.5 $3,044.20
222.5 $7,479.00
136.3
0*
97.37 $5,823.77
25.5
$465.71
4.6
8.18
7.32
0
799.27

$5,789.66
$84.00
$1,534.40
$2,987.50
0
$27,208.24

2005
3181.24
787.99
3969.23
$25,602.03
$71,707.09
$97,309.12

2004
3049.10
782.32
3831.42
$30,711.84
$61,466.23
$92,178.07

2005
2005
Weight
Revenue
294.71 $4,544.50
224.57 $6,463.78
150.04
0*
84.13 $3,928.70
18.60
$277.77
2.61 $1,751.35
0.22
7.55 $3,251.35
5.56 $1,412.70
0 $3,971.88
787.99 $25,602.03

2003
3150.40
660.15
3810.54
8,401.29
57,432.83
$65,833.47

2002
2933.80
873.42
3807.22
4,453.18
76,860.96
$81,314.14

2004
2004
Weight
Revenue
247.00 $7,221.09
293.15 $10,967.93
136.99
0*
152.50 $5,579.26
16.04
$286.63
0.30
0
2.83 $2,897.29
1.25
$18.40
6.72
$364.00
3.78
$154.80
0.00 $3,222.44
782.32 $30,711.84

We received the following summary of New London’s recycling activity with the Northeast Resource Recovery
Association (NRRA), a recycling cooperative of which New London is an active member.**
Recyclable Material
Aluminum Cans
Paper
Plastics
Scrap Metal
Steel

Amount Recycled in 2006
7,030 lbs.
430 tons
10 tons
87 tons
24,040 lbs.

Environmental Impact
Conserved enough energy to run a television for 715,373 hours!
Saved 7,310 trees!
Conserved 15,000 gallons of gasoline!
Conserved 87,000 pounds of coal!
Conserved enough energy to run a 60-watt light bulb for 625,040 hours!

Sewer Division: This division was added in May with an agreement between the Selectmen and the Sewer Commission.
The Highway Department is responsible for the day-to-day operation of the sewer pump stations, buildings and grounds.
We started looking for a person to work in this division and we found George Mooshian to fill this position. George has
some water and sewer background from a previous job he held. At the beginning, we had to come up to speed on how the
pumps operated and on the readings we needed to take, as well as all the other responsibilities. We had a company come
in and go over the pump station operations and we did two days of hands-on training. We have had some ups and downs
but we are learning more and more about the operation on a daily basis. I am sure you will read more about this in the
Sewer Commission’s and Selectmen’s reports.
*We continue to recycle our own glass, which is crushed at the pit on Mountain Road and mixed with gravel into a product that we
use for road repairs. Although we derive no revenue from the sale of glass, we save money by mixing glass with gravel and using it
for road construction projects.
**
Not all of our material is marketed through NRRA, which is the primary reason for the discrepancy between our figures and
NRRA’s figures.
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With all that said, I would like to extend a very large thank you to the Board of Selectmen, Budget Committee, Sewer
Commission and the residents of New London for providing us with funds, facilities and equipment personnel to
accomplish our jobs. I would also like to thank the Town Office staff, Police Department, Fire Department and Water
Department for all the help you have provided during this past year.
In closing, I would like to request that we all try to drive safer in the coming year. Please take extra time during snow
storms to clean your windows and drive a little slower. In the summer, please slow down in a work zone; it maybe your
own life you save.
Respectfully submitted,

Richard E. Lee
Road Agent

New London Highway Department members at the May 2006 dedication of the highway garage in memory of Ryan Haynes, who was
killed while working on Old Main Street on December 1, 2005.

New London Highway Department members at the May 2006 dedication of the highway garage in memory of Ryan
Haynes,leftwho
was killed
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on Main Street
on December 1, 2005.
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RECREATION DEPARTMENT
The 2006 New London Recreation Department has accomplished a very successful year of transition, innovation and
collaboration. Over the year the Recreation Department has been busy expanding existing programs, producing new
programs and activities and upgrading the current town recreational infrastructure.
A few of the biggest progressive steps of 2006 for the department involved great collaboration with various agencies. The
New London Outing Club and the Town Recreation Department co-purchased Rec-Trac and Web-Trac software that has
streamlined the registration process and has enabled both organizations to keep better statistical information on programs.
It has also enabled the public to be able to access and register for any NLOC or Recreation Department activity online
using a credit card. The Recreation Department has also formed a relationship with Colby-Sawyer College and is
integrating students involved with their sports management program into a very useful internship with the Recreation
Department. These interns will help expand the department’s offerings. We have also had the opportunity to create new
programs using Colby-Sawyer College in the creation of public Climbing Classes and a Toddler Time Class at the Hogan
Center.
Here are a few of the additional accomplishments for 2006:
Beaches: New rafts to replace a few docks past their prime; donation of a few new sailboats; drink machines at the
beaches; and new boat rack at Bucklin.
Summer Day Camp: Reached capacity even after opening up ten new spots; added additional full-time staff member;
utilized use of the Kearsarge School District busses; Recreation Director is a trained School Bus Driver to assist with
transport and keep costs down.
New Programs in 2006: Middle School “Jump Start Summer”; Kearsarge Outdoor Adventure Program; Elementary
School intramural program; dance classes; karate classes; pre-school climbing at CSC; Toddler Time at CSC; “Dinner
with Jack Frost” Progressive Ski Dinner; centralized registration for KRES Winter Activities; and centralized registration
for NLOC Fall Soccer Program
The New London Recreation Department spearheaded the formation of the Kearsarge Regional Recreation Association
that includes the surrounding towns and their Recreation Departments to better utilize existing resources in our region
with our program offerings.
On December 17, the Town dedicated the Bob Andrews Memorial Warming Hut that he designed. New London resident
and Boy Scout Troop #71 member Max Cooper managed the construction as his Eagle Scout project and the hut sits
alongside the skating rink at the New London Inn. I hope that you had a chance to use the new hut and ice rink this past
winter.
Our website traffic continued to increase both in distribution of our newsletter and the number of hits. We continue to
have active community participation and encourage residents to visit our website at: www.nlrec.com.
I would like to thank the Recreation Commission and all the great residents and volunteers of the region for the support
that they have extended the Recreation Department during the past year. It really is amazing how recreation can bring
together a community! Thank you!
We always welcome your comments and suggestions on any matter at 526-6401 or by email at: recreation@nl-nh.com
Respectfully submitted,

Chad Denning
Recreation Director
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Photo courtesy of Marty McAuliff, Argus Champion
Photo by Chad Denning

Max Cooper stands outside the Bob Andrews Memorial Warming Hut on the day of its dedication
in December 2006.

The warming hut is moved into place by the Highway Department
and TLC Tree Service, which donated use of its crane and flatbed.
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STREET LIGHTING COMMITTEE
As of January 2007, the conversion of the Town’s streetlights is complete; 43 of the original 150 street lights have been
removed and the remaining, with the exception of Main Street, converted to high-pressure sodium lamps. The new lamps
have full-cutoff lenses, directing the light more downwards than outwards and thus reducing glare and light trespass. Due
to improved energy efficiency, payback for the conversion will be a short three years. The Main Street Committee will
make recommendations for Main Street lights within the year.
The committee thanks the citizens of New London for their feedback and funding approval for the conversion. We also
thank the Board of Selectmen, Jessie Levine and the Highway and Police Departments for their support and participation.
Respectfully submitted,

Mark Vernon, Chair
JOINT LOSS MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
We’re thrilled to announce that we’re back on track when it comes to safety. After a horrendous 2005, New London is
once again one of New Hampshire’s safest places to work. We are very proud to report that the year’s accidents within
New London’s municipal work force in 2006 consisted of nothing more than a few sprains and finger injuries.
In addition to restoring our safety record, the JLMC/Safety Committee inspected all of our municipal properties and made
significant safety recommendations in several cases (all of which have been acted upon), launched a quarterly “employee”
newsletter, and implemented a Light Duty Policy as part of the new Employee Personnel Policy to benefit injured and
recovering town employees.
So, from all of us on the JLMC, we loudly and proudly say “Great Job” to our fellow workers and may we continue on
this winning streak in 2007.
Respectfully submitted,

Raymond L. Heath, Chair
CEMETERY COMMISSION
The Town of New London has three active cemeteries: Elkins, Old Main Street and West Part. There were 29 interments
in the cemeteries in 2006. There are lots available in each for the current price of $300/grave. The cemeteries are well
maintained under the direction of the Road Agent, Richard Lee, the Highway Department personnel, and longtime sexton
John Wiltshire. The Commission appreciates their efforts to provide safety and a place of comfort for family members and
visitors. New granite signposts were also erected in each of the cemeteries.
While there is ample space left in each of the cemeteries for a number of years into the future, we are starting to consider
potential sites for a fourth cemetery in town. Please contact any of the Commissioners or Town Administrator if you have
any thoughts on a future location.
A new set of Cemetery Regulations was adopted in November 2006. Copies are available in the Town Office or from the
Commission by calling 526-6442 or by written request to Cemetery Commission, PO Box 1193, New London, NH 03257.
Respectfully submitted,

Thomas Ginter
Charles Hafner
Marion Chadwick Hafner
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TRACY MEMORIAL LIBRARY
In 2006, thanks to New London’s wonderfully supportive citizens and town officials, once again Tracy Library was
named by the ALA as one of the top 10 libraries in the U.S. in towns with a population between 2,500-4,900. We are
grateful to our valued visitors of whom 4,780 are registered patrons. Of these, 2,519 are resident adults, 298 are nonresident adult borrowers, 688 are resident juveniles, and 419 are non-resident juveniles who attend KRSD. We have also
issued cards to 93 CSC students. During the year we circulated over 52,000 items and added 2,597 new books, audios and
DVDs to our collection. Interlibrary loans increased during 2006. Through the system we were able to loan 1,424 items to
other libraries and we borrowed 817 items for our patrons’ use.
We continue to receive wonderful financial support from the Friends’ annual Book Sale and Membership Drive. Their
generosity has sponsored our biannual newsletter, supported and augmented the children’s Summer Reading Program and
holiday program, enabled us to purchase several costly reference books, and sponsored the Great Decisions Program
through the Foreign Policy Association. In partnership with Morgan Hill Bookstore, we enjoyed lectures by 4 different
authors this past year, and held our first ever, highly successful Community Reads program. An esteemed and valued arm
of the Friends is our volunteer program. Every week about 25 individuals contribute varied skills to enhance our daily
operations. Many more volunteers work on specific projects throughout the year. We are so grateful for their dedication
and talent.
The dedication and talent of the Community Garden volunteers is evident in the magnificent color and splendor that
unfolds there for about 6 months beginning in early spring. Many groups toured the Garden over the year, and Willem
Lange presented a well-attended program during the summer. We are indeed grateful to behold the beautiful Garden each
time we look out our windows. Thank you to the tireless workers who mow, plant, weed and clip in all weather to
maintain it.
The Children’s Department was busier than ever this past year: 185 various programs were attended by 2,635 participants,
and the computers were used about 800 times. Our enthusiastic younger patrons were attracted to several innovative
programs and favorites including: Critic’s Choice, a book/movie review; lap-sit story-time for the very young; various
craft and story-times; reading to Daisy the dog; and the ever-popular Summer Reading Program. We invite you to stop in
and see the exciting possibilities for your children.
In closing, we extend a warm welcome to Sandra Licks, the talented new director. We also would like to extend our
gratitude to Town Officials, our patrons and the citizens of New London for the support we have received during our
tenure. In addition, we offer special thanks to the Board of Trustees, staff and volunteers who work so hard to make the
Library a vibrant, welcoming “community center.”
Respectfully submitted,

Virginia Foose and Linda Miller
Library Co-Directors

Registered Patrons
Resident Adults
Resident Juveniles
Non-resident adults
Non-resident juveniles (KRSD)

2006
4780
2519
688
298
419

2005
4985
2668
716
332
461
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2004
5101
2823
798
371
492

2003
4922
2726
818
379
492

2002
4529
2672
623
466
486

2001
4438

2000
4186

Tracy Library Trustees, staff, and Board of Selectmen at the January 3, 2007 retirement reception for
Ginny Foose and Linda Miller
Front, left to right: Jessie Levine, Timmie Poh, Linda Miller, Ginny Foose
Standing, left to right: Doug Lyon, Gena Edmunds, Shelby Blunt, Nancy Dutton, Sue Clough, Bobbie
Hambley, Janice Barton, Judy Wallace, Charlie Dean, Ray Heath, George Doolittle, Kathy Tracy, Sondra
VanderPloeg, Nancy Donnelly, Missy Carroll, Emily Jones

Library Custodian Ray Heath and dedicated volunteer Becky Irving at the Highway
Department’s May 2006 open house.
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NEW LONDON GARDEN CLUB
The New London Garden Club has been an active service organization since its founding in 1928. At that time, the
purpose of the 24 club members was to maintain the garden designed by the renowned landscape architectural firm of the
Olmsted brothers for Tracy Library. In the 78 years since, the membership of the club has expanded to include 150 active
participants, and the pubic gardens tended by its members now total 16. These pocket gardens, created and maintained by
the Garden Club, extend from Crockett’s Corner to the Transfer Station and include the perennial and herb gardens at the
Historical Society, Homan’s Corner, Norris Corner, the intersection of Old Main Street, Pleasant Street and Knights Hill
Road, Bucklin Beach and the Elkins Post Office and Beach, Whipple Hall and the Academy Building, the Bandstand and
the Sargent stone on the Town Common, the Information Booth, the Fire Station, Post Office, the Elementary and Middle
schools and the SAU building. Over 100 club volunteers work on these gardens. Many of the club’s members also assist
in tending the gardens at the Fells and the Community Garden at Tracy Library.
On the fourth Saturday of July each year, the Garden Club sponsors on the Town Common one of the few remaining
outdoor Antique Shows in New England. The proceeds from this event support all of the projects of the Garden Club from
the public gardens to the wreaths and swags created by members for the public buildings in New London each December.
The Club provides weekly flowers for numerous areas within New London Hospital and donates the proceeds from the
Garden Club booth at Hospital Days to the Hospital. Books and educational materials are purchased for the local schools,
and books and memorial gifts are also given to the Tracy Library annually. Four scholarships are awarded each year to
students at the University of New Hampshire College of Life Science and Agriculture and the Thompson School of
Applied Science.
The club meets monthly for programs related to gardening, flower arranging, nature and conservation. While the
membership is limited to 150 active members, anyone interested in supporting the activities of the club is welcome to join
as membership openings occur. An informational brochure about the Garden Club including a map locating the public
gardens is available at the Information Booth as well as Tracy Library. All requests for information should be addressed to
PO Box 1772, New London, NH 03257.
Sincerely,

Sally Bergquist
Virginia Callahan
Co-Presidents, New London Garden Club

COMMUNITY GARDEN AT TRACY LIBRARY
Despite the rain, the Library’s much-admired garden was exceptionally beautiful in 2006, with the most profuse blooms
ever. Two new areas were planted, one featuring a trellis for yellow roses in memory of Friedel King, a devoted garden
volunteer, and the other a flower bed in memory of Dorothy and Kenneth Kellsey under the birch tree outside the big
window by the circulation desk.
On June 25th, a rare day without rain, the annual garden party was held. Guest author and storyteller Willem Lange kept
everyone entertained with his amusing stories. In July, over 250 people visited the Community Garden on the day of the
Fells garden tour.
In 2007, the Community Garden will be listed in The Garden Conservancy’s Open Days Directory for the northeast,
meaning that people will come to New London especially to visit our historic garden.
We depend on all the people who give to the Community Garden in so many ways to keep it flourishing and we thank
them all very much.
Respectfully submitted,

Sue Little

Chair, Community Garden Board of Managers
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HEALTH OFFICER
Public Health is everybody’s business. Although public health can provide the means, it is everyone’s responsibility to
promote good health practices, public and private, such as: to quit smoking; to always use auto seatbelts; to get those flu
shots; to stay home when sick; to cover coughs; to wash hands frequently, especially after toileting; to have all children
and pets receive appropriate immunizations; to brush teeth at least twice daily; and to eliminate mosquito breeding sites
around yards, to name just a few practices that will help preserve our own and the public’s good health. The mission of
your health officer is to carry out programs and activities that will promote the health of New London residents and of the
greater community of which we are a part.
Proper design of septic systems helps prevent premature failure and protects against environmental contamination with
septic effluent or even raw sewage. To assure that septic system designs utilize actual observed soil structure data, every
test pit dug in New London to collect such data is witnessed and recorded by the health officer and checked against test pit
data shown on the septic system plans submitted by septic designers. The chart below summarizes the extent of these
activities during the last three years.
Function
Sites visited
Test pits witnessed and recorded
Total number of plans reviewed before state submission
Systems in failure
Systems for new housing construction
Replacement systems
Septic loading increase (for expansion or increased use)

2006
43
59
81
4
19
19
4

2005
37
34
57
2
27
24
5

2004
45
55
69
2
40
12
4

Also in 2006, I reviewed plans for one subdivision, two as-built plans, one purchase agreement, and three revisions. In
addition to the above, listed below are some of the activities engaged in by your health officer in 2006 for promoting
public health locally and in the state:
1. New Hampshire Health Officers’ Association: As a long time member of the Association’s board of directors, I
attended several directors’ meetings to plan biannual educational meetings for all New Hampshire health officers and
for planning other educational and legislative activities.
2. New Hampshire Public Health Association: Completed my third year as an elected director helping to plan and
direct activities of the Association to promote, educate and legislate for public health in NH. Due to increasing
demand on my time as a caregiver, I did not stand for election for another three year term on the board. I was greatly
honored and gratified to be awarded the New Hampshire Public Health Association’s Roger Fossum Lifetime
Achievement Award for significant contributions to public health during my more than 50-year career in public
health. More than 20 board and functional committee meetings were participated in during the year.
3. All Hazards Regional Planning Committees: Three years ago area town representatives, including your health
officer, completed emergency plans for immunizing all area residents against smallpox, considered at the time to be
the primary possible weapon of mass destruction. These plans were submitted to the state but were never implemented
because of changing world conditions. This past year, with impetus and funding from the federal government, the
focus has enlarged to include emergency planning for all hazards, with special emphasis on preparing for pandemic
influenza which could infect, based on the 1918 flu experience, up to 40% of the population. The State has been
divided into 19 “All Hazards Regions” (AHR) for the purpose of planning and preparing to cope with any hazards that
might threaten or befall us. Our region is being administered by the Sullivan County administrative office and
includes towns from Charlestown to Wilmot with participating hospitals in New London and Claremont. As plans
progress, every sector of society will become involved in providing the means for protecting our population against
and for contending with, every sort of hazard from natural calamities such as pandemics or earthquakes to man-made
disasters such as chemical spills or weapons of mass destruction. With leadership from Sullivan County, guidance and
funding from the New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services and contracted consulting from the
Community Health Institute and a private contractor, our AHR planning committees are made up of a wide range of
knowledgeable regional volunteers including: police, fire, health officers, town administrators, emergency
management personnel, nurses, educators, hospital administrators and physicians. All citizens will be called upon to
help protect themselves, their families, and the population at large by actively participating in implementation of all
hazard plans both proactive and reactive.
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4. Inspections and Investigations: Your health officer continues to be responsible for inspecting childcare facilities and
foster homes for suitable health and safety conditions under New Hampshire regulations. Various investigations are
made for such situations as environmental public health nuisances, unsuitable rental housing, child neglect, oil spills
and other problems reported by citizens or state agencies.
5. Mosquito Control: In 2005 mosquito traps set up in Andover collected pools of mosquitoes that tested positive for
Eastern Equine Encephalitis (EEE). The proximity of Andover to New London and the presence in New London of
mosquito breeding sites for mosquitoes that can transmit EEE and West Nile Virus (WNV) together with the finding
of mosquito pools in Concord and Lebanon that were positive for WNV and EEE, were considered of sufficient risk
to justify a town-wide mosquito surveillance and larviciding program under state guidelines. The 2006 Town Meeting
approved funding of this program. Fortunately, although a number of mosquito breeding sites contained EEE and
WNV transmitting mosquitoes that were controlled by larvicide, none of the pools of trapped mosquitoes was positive
for either virus disease. The final summary of these results will be published at a later date.
The following statement is quoted from a letter sent to towns by the Commissioner of the NH Department of Health and
Human Services: “As New Hampshire has limited recent experience with EEE and WNV, we are unable to forecast the
level of risk for 2007. However, given the significant human impacts in 2005 and elevated level of virus found in
mosquitoes during 2006, DHHS recommends communities consider mosquito-borne illness to be a human health risk for
2007.” Because of this continuing health risk I feel that the prudent course for New London is to continue a surveillance
program of trapping and testing mosquito pools to be tested for EEE and WNV. It is our intent to forego the mosquito
larvae identification and larviciding program in 2007 unless and until the surveillance program demonstrates the presence
of infected mosquitoes or we experience dead birds or sick animals (including humans) that test positive for EEE and/or
WNV. If an emergency occurs, we will apply to the state for emergency funding or appropriation from Town surplus. We
would also have our mosquito control contractor arrange for a 2007 license to apply necessary and appropriate mosquito
control substances without delay should the emergency need arise to protect our residents from these arbor virus
infections. Support of these funding requests to protect human health by voting yes on the appropriate 2007 Town
Meeting warrant articles is respectfully requested.
I wish to express our continued appreciation of New London residents who help us protect you by reporting dead birds to
your health officer at 526-4761. These birds are submitted to the DHHS Laboratory for testing for EEE and WNV. To
date we fortunately have had no positive infected birds. As with most public health practices, the life you save or the
disease you prevent could be your own. Please keep up the good work.
Respectfully submitted,

Donald F. Bent, Ph.D.

Photo by Doug Bent

Health Officer
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WELFARE OFFICER
As I write this, I am completing my first year as your Town Welfare Officer. I received excellent guidance from Marc
Clement, who retired after nine years in this position, as well as from Carol Fraley, Finance Officer, whom I consult on all
expenditures. I have made every effort to follow Marc’s two basic principles: that the town’s money is spent fairly and to
make sure clients take advantage of all state, federal, and private assistance programs.
Those who seek assistance from the town generally ask for immediate help for utility or housing payments. However, this
year some requests were approved for multiple payments for rental assistance as well with mortgage payments. In the case
of the rental request, we negotiated with the landlord for reduced payments. Due to the nature of these requests, but only
after diligent consultation, we exceeded the budget of $5,000 by $3,488.
All eight persons who received assistance in 2006 are residents of New London. All have been guided and directed to tap
into other available resources as well. Each has been notified that they may be asked to reimburse the town when they are
financially able to do so.
Please be assured that all assistance by the Town is for proven and necessary need. For this, your support is vital and
greatly appreciated.
Respectfully submitted,

Celeste Cavanaugh Cook

Photo by Kittie Wilson

Welfare Officer

Elkins Chapel, 2006

KEARSARGE VALLEY COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
Over the past 30 years, the Kearsarge Valley Community Action Program has been the focal point of social service
delivery in this area, providing help when needed to the income eligible and elderly, as well as to the community at large.
As perhaps you are aware, Community Action Program Belknap-Merrimack Counties, Inc. generates funds through the
mobilization of available federal, state and local monies. Support for this local area center is derived from a combination
of federal appropriations and local tax dollars. This combination allows the Kearsarge Valley CAP to provide a variety of
services to the residents of your community, from the development of programs that meet local needs, to outreach, referral
and direct assistance.
The staff of the Kearsarge Valley Area Center wishes to thank you and the Town of New London for your support in the
past. With your continued interest, we will be able to continue to provide needed services to members of our community.
Sincerely,

Laura Hall
Area Director, Kearsarge Valley Area Center
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The new town trail map was published at the beginning of the year and has received very positive comments. At $4, it is
more expensive than the old map but, being waterproof and tear-proof, it should be much more durable.
The trails themselves continue to occupy a good deal of our efforts and those of the volunteers who have, under Dan
Allen’s guidance, taken on much of the work of maintenance. We can always use more hands for this work, and the
coming year will be even heavier than usual, since much of the boardwalk at the Philbrick-Cricenti Bog and elsewhere
will require replacement. Call Dan if you are interested.
The rains continued this past year as last, so Vicki Koron remained active in monitoring water quality at the Bog.
Sometimes it appears that the water does not drain away since we have had to deal with issues of high water at several
locations. The Bog outflow needed to be eased, and that issue is now being fixed. Behind the school, beavers were once
again active, but their removal has eased matters there, though the water table remains too high in some parts of the trail
to permit easy passage. And, of course, the activity of the beaver population at Low Plain requires constant vigilance.
Another annual task is the monitoring of easements. Emma and Bob Crane have been responsible for this and report that
all our easement properties are in good order. Bob is also responsible for the Commission web site and has incorporated
many improvements this past year. The website may be found at: www.nl-nhcc.com or from the town website under
Town Departments.
During the year, Dan Allen mounted several pilot attacks on Japanese Knotweed colonies. This pest is nationally and
internationally pervasive and Dan had hoped to find an effective non-chemical control or deterrent. His interim report can
be found at the Commission’s website. Further work will be carried out this year. However, as Dan reported from his
attendance at a national conference at Cornell, there appears to be no completely satisfactory solution to the problem.
The annual winter and spring walks were again very much appreciated by those who participated. We are grateful to Ruth
White who organizes these walks every year, and to those who lead the individual walks, who include Conservation
Commission members Laura Alexander and Peter Stanley. Ruth also maintains the nature notes at the Town Offices and
at the entrances to the Bog and Low Plain. Thanks are also due to Terry Dancy, who is responsible for all of the signage
that helps us avoid getting lost on the trails throughout town.
Respectfully submitted,

Leslie W. Norman

Photo by Doug Peel

Chair

Photo of Lake Sunapee from Clark Lookout.

Photo of Lake Sunapee from Clark Lookout (photo by Doug Peel)
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BUDGET COMMITTEE
As chair of the New London Budget Committee I have mixed feelings about this year’s budget. I am extremely pleased
with the composition and diligence of the committee members. They have worked to understand the inner workings of
each department, to gather the financial data needed and to weigh all expenditures against their benefits to the town. I am
concerned, however, that property taxes are going to continue their upward spiral.
The Tax Climate: As we complete our budget review we are finding more and more reasons to be concerned with the
overall tax rate to New London property owners. The county is calling for an increase in operating budget and is also
faced with the need to refurbish and build new nursing homes. The school district is talking about a sizeable operating
budget increase, much of it dependent on union negotiations, and we will start paying for the bond which provides the
funding for the much needed new middle school. The NH Retirement System, which we must fund even though we
represent a very small portion of the beneficiaries, is woefully under funded. We will pay an additional $40,000 into the
system this year and an estimated $60,000 more in 2008.
Add to the above the uncertainty of what the state will do in terms of school
funding and how much our share might be and it is clear why we are concerned that
we be prudent.
Departmental Budgets: We are fortunate to have department heads that recognize
the need to hold expenses down while providing the services that are either
required or desired. There are no requests for additional staff in any areas other
than the Fire Department, where our long time part-time chief, Peter Stanley, is
retiring and the Board of Firewards has determined that we need to have a full-time
chief. The chief plus one other full time employee will provide immediate response
during normal working hours when volunteers are unavailable.

“I believe our committee
is dedicated to preserving
that which makes New
London special but we
also know that we must
keep it an affordable
place in which to live.”

Most of the operating expense growth is in raises and health/retirement benefits to current employees which are necessary
to keep us competitive with other employers in our region. Recommendations for salary ranges and recognition of service
are based on comparisons to other towns which have similar positions. Since other towns use our salaries to help them set
theirs, we realize the potential “circle effect.” We do, however, value the great staff we have and do not wish to balance
our budget on their backs.
At the request of Police Chief David Seastrand, the committee recommends approval of the purchase of tasers for each of
our police officers. We are reluctant to add new modes of weaponry, but were convinced after a presentation that tasers
are a good new technology that provide a safe means of control for our officers without excessive force (club or firearm)
and without harming others (pepper spray).
Capital Improvement Program: We continue, with the Planning Board and department heads, to plan major
expenditures over a rolling ten-year period. All major capital expenses whether for vehicles, buildings, purchase of land
for recreation or other purposes are included. Town Meeting has two opportunities to be involved in this process. The first
is the question each year as to whether funds should be put into the reserve fund specifically designated for the planned
purchase. A no vote means funds will not be raised through taxes and no reserve will be built up for that purpose. The
second opportunity for Town Meeting is when the warrant article to expend the funds is brought to the floor. A yes vote
means the town can proceed with the purchase; a no vote means it cannot, but the funds remain in reserve unless there is a
vote to remove them from reserve.
There have been two capital requests for addition to our fleet this year. The first was a van for the Recreation Department
which the committee does not recommend. The second is for the purchase of a 10-wheel dump truck which would be used
to haul materials primarily for road repairs and winter sanding. The committee is still reviewing the proposal but it
appears to be a good long term decision.
Non-Profit Organizations: As a committee we have had long discussions on the role of non-profit organizations and
whether it is appropriate for them to be funded, even partially, by property taxes. We are uncomfortable deciding how
others should spend their charitable dollars. We are also of the opinion that most charities do a better job of fund raising if
they do not have a tax-based funding option as a fallback.
Despite our reluctance, we have voted to back their requests for continued funding because we all believe that they
provide valuable services to the community and that we would be hard pressed to provide their services for anywhere near
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what they can. However, our main concern going forward is that there are better efforts made by all non-profits to obtain
voluntary funds through fees, memberships or more aggressive fundraising.
We have attempted to review each request from non-profits as to the services provided which might otherwise have to be
provided by the town and whether the organization is running its business in a responsible way. The philosophical
question of who gets how much will ultimately be decided by Town Meeting. Non-profit contributions by the town are
listed on a separate warrant article and may be passed as recommended, amended from the floor or rejected with no effect
on the rest of the budget.
Going Forward: I believe our committee is dedicated to preserving that which makes New London special but we also
know that we must keep it an affordable place in which to live. We will be searching for ways in which to either escape
the NH Retirement Program or to convince our legislature that it must give control to a more neutral and realistic
management group. We will keep asking whether programs and services are required, or just desired by a few and what is
better funded privately rather than through taxes. We will also continue to work with the Select Board and town
administration to see that expenditures are appropriate and tax increases are justified.
Respectfully submitted,

W. Barry Wright
Chair

New London Highway Department members Mike Murphy (left) and Bob Harrington demonstrate the new catch basin cleaner at the
Highway Department’s May 2006 open house and building dedication.
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SEWER COMMISSION
2006 has been a year of change, challenge and progress at the Sewer Department. In May, the position of Sewer
Department Superintendent was abolished as no longer necessary based on the Municipal Resources, Inc. report
authorized at the 2005 Town Meeting which recommended eventually combining the Sewer and Highway Departments
into a Department of Public Works. As a result, the Sewer Commissioners and Board of Selectmen negotiated and signed
an agreement in May that shifted the day-to-day operational aspects of the Sewer Department to the Board of Selectmen,
who in turn delegated that responsibility to Road Agent Richard Lee and the New London Highway Department.
Operation, maintenance, repairs and inspection of the sewer system has progressed under the supervision of the Road
Agent and the work of Highway Department personnel. An operator is being extensively trained and other personnel are
being cross-trained. Twenty-four hour on-call duties are assigned to personnel to respond to system alarms via pager/cell
phone. Labor costs are reimbursed by the Sewer Commission.
The Commission meets regularly twice a month with Richard Lee and a Selectmen’s representative to review the day-today operations and address major issues affecting the sewer users. We are pleased to report that renovations to the
Georges Mills Pump Station, required to meet the latest State regulations and financed by the approved bond issue, are
substantially complete. The resulting major improvements include a revamped, more reliable alarm system, an upgraded
pump control panel and electrical system and the preparation of a comprehensive Operation & Maintenance manual.
Adjacent manhole elevations have been adjusted to allow for full emergency storage tank capacity. An unfortunate
underground pipe break outside the plant this year was promptly repaired and remains under investigation. Final
resolution with state authorities of both the 2004 and 2006 spills is expected in 2007.

“…we remind all sewer
users that sump pumps and
roof drains connected to the
collection system are major
contributors to inflow, are
illegal and prohibited by
town ordinance.”

Additional work done in 2006 includes an analysis of the critical flow meters at
Town Line and the Sunapee Treatment Plant. Both have been tested and
adjusted to accurately record flows affecting our annual financial contribution
to Sunapee for the operation of the Treatment Plant. Plans for renovation of the
High Pine Pump Station are near completion. A new generator has been
delivered and will be installed in 2007 along with two new pumps. Various
needed repairs on equipment at the New London Pump Station have been
initiated and will continue in the coming year.

Analyses of effluent flows in New London show marked increases following
rain events. Plans are underway for an inflow study of the collection system to
remedy this costly excess. In advance of this study we remind all sewer users that sump pumps and roof drains connected
to the collection system are major contributors to inflow, are illegal and prohibited by town ordinance.
All of the above has resulted in the difficult decision by the Sewer Commission to initiate a substantial rate increase in the
second half sewer billing to meet our 2006 budget. We would not be fiscally responsible to mitigate the increase by
drawing down further our financial reserves, hard hit by unexpected events in the past two years, rising utility costs and
increased expenses to Sunapee based on higher than expected flows. A Capital Improvement Plan with New London
Budget Committee oversight has been prepared to identify long-term needs for major equipment replacement and will
allow us to budget more accurately and rebuild reserves to an acceptable level.
The Commission’s plans for the future include implementing data-based preventive maintenance scheduling, continuing
technician training, improving the rate structure for equitable billing, and coordinating with Sunapee to comply with new
Environmental Protection Agency regulations which may mandate future renovations at the Sunapee Treatment Plant.
Respectfully submitted,

F. Augustus Seamans, Chair
Elizabeth Boege
Robert Lavoie
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PLANNING BOARD
For the Planning Board, the year began and ended with crafting and conducting public hearings on amendments proposed
to the Zoning Ordinance. The zoning amendments presented at the public hearings in January 2006 for ballot vote at the
2006 Town Meeting were the culmination of diligent work by the Planning Board and the Town staff throughout the fall.
The Planning Board begins public work sessions on developing these amendments in late September by prioritizing the
amendments to address that year. The Planning Board conducted public work sessions until early December to craft the
specific language for each amendment which was then presented at public hearings in January of the following calendar
year. Many of the zoning amendments presented for ballot vote at the 2006 Town Meeting addressed issues encountered
by the Zoning Administrator and Planning Board in administering the ordinance and were primarily “housekeeping” in
nature with the intent of adding further clarity to the ordinance. The most significant amendments included amending:
•

ARTICLE XVIII Wetlands Conservation Overlay District to:
A. Amend the prohibited uses section to clarify that construction and development are not allowed in wetlands as
defined by the ordinance;
B. Add a new provision requiring erosion and sedimentation control plans for any construction or development that
may be permitted by variance in the wetlands and/or wetland buffers, as defined by the ordinance;
C. Revise the ordinance to reduce the amount wetlands that can be used in calculating minimum residential lot size
and/or density for new lots and developments, as described in the Ordinance.
D. Add a new provision to allow cutting and removal of natural vegetation in the wetland buffers, as defined by the
Ordinance, if a cutting plan is first approved by the Planning Board; and
E. Add a new provision requiring a minimum contiguous area for building a house, accessory structures, and any
necessary on-site water and wastewater treatment systems. This minimum contiguous building area excludes
wetlands and areas with slopes in excess of 25% and applies when creating new lots in residential Zone Districts.

•

ARTICLE XIV Steep Slope Overlay District to:
A. Amend the definition and boundaries of steep slopes to include slopes in excess of 15%;
B. Add a new provision requiring erosion and sedimentation control plans for any construction or development on
slopes in excess of 15%;
C. Add a new section that would exclude areas with slopes in excess of 25% in calculating the minimum lot size and
density for new lots and developments; and
D. Add a new provision requiring a minimum contiguous area for building a house, accessory structures, and any
necessary on-site water and wastewater treatment systems. This minimum contiguous building area excludes
wetlands and areas with slopes exceeding 25% and applies when creating new lots in residential Zone Districts.

•

ARTICLE XVI Shore Land Overlay District, Paragraph H. to permit new foundations under specified conditions
for nonconforming structures located entirely within the first 50 feet inland from the normal high water level.

•

ARTICLE XXII Streams Conservation Overlay District to add a new provision requiring erosion and
sedimentation control plans for any construction or development located within the first 100 feet inland from the
ordinary high water mark of all streams regulated by the Ordinance. These streams are shown on the Streams and
Wetland Protection Map dated March 13, 2001, available for viewing in the Selectmen’s Office.

The year ended as it began with the Planning Board crafting amendments to the Zoning Ordinance to be considered by
ballot vote at the 2007 Town Meeting, contained in the green section of this Town Report.
Subdivisions: The Planning Board addressed a wide variety of current planning activities during the 22 Planning Board
meetings held over the past year. A major focus of the Planning Board activity this year has been reviewing a subdivision
development proposed by Jonathan Feins for a 36-lot residential subdivision off Stonehouse Road in Sutton. The New
London Planning Board first reviewed and commented on a conceptual proposal for this development in fall 2005. Later
this subdivision was referred to the New London Planning Board by the Sutton Planning Board for review as a project of
potential regional impact. New London has also asserted authority to review and approve the subdivision because, at the
time of the application, the sole maintained access to the proposed development was via Stonehouse Road in New London
off King Hill Road.
The Planning Board approved 11 new subdivision lots in 2006: one major subdivision with two new lots and four minor
subdivisions with nine new lots. The Board also approved nine annexations and several lot mergers. As 2006 ends the
Board is currently reviewing two preliminary major subdivisions that will probably yield 12 new lots alone in 2007.
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Site Plans: A significant part of the current planning activity was spent reviewing site plans for a number of different
projects and uses during 2006 including:
•

Conceptual Site Plan Reviews: Hospital expansion, retail/medical office, donut shop, retail shop (2), greenhouse,
concrete business, office, barbershop, gas tank & island removal and art gallery;

•

Preliminary Site Plan Reviews: medical office, restaurant and general office;

•

Final Site Plan Reviews: medical office, shopping center, multi-family residential parking, golf clubhouse
expansion, state highway maintenance facility, and tavern; and

•

Site Plan Reviews for Home Businesses: Stationery business.

Updated regulations: During 2006, the Town Planner, at the request of the Planning Board, developed drafts for revising
the Town’s land use, driveway, and site plan regulations. The initial drafts were revised several times following review
and comment by the Town departments throughout the year. In the early part of 2007, the Planning Board will finalize the
drafts to present at public hearings.
Capital Improvements Program: The annual process of updating the Capital Improvement Program (CIP) began in
July and ended in December with the Planning Board approving the annual update for the time period 2007-2016.
Following the established practice, the Planning Board appointed a CIP Committee to develop a draft report for the
Planning Board’s consideration. This working CIP Committee consisted of two members from the Planning Board, three
members from the Budget Committee and one member of the Board of Selectmen in addition to the Town Administrator,
Town Finance Officer and Town Planner. The CIP Committee met with the department heads and, with the assistance of
the Town Planner, developed a draft CIP to submit for the Planning Board’s consideration and adoption. The adopted CIP
was then submitted to the Budget Committee and the Board of Selectmen for their consideration in the annual budget
process.
Master Plan: Again this year in updating the CIP, it became apparent that growth is affecting the community’s
infrastructure and capital needs. To address the growth-related issues facing us over the next 15 years, the Planning Board
has begun work on updating the Town Master Plan last adopted in 1998. The public “kick-off” for the Master Plan update
in 2007 will begin with a series of community workshops to assess the vision for future growth and development.
Following that, the Planning Board will craft, conduct and analyze a community survey. After gathering public input on
key growth-related issues, the Planning Board will update the chapters and associated recommendations from the 1998
Master Plan. This work will take place in the Board’s monthly work sessions devoted to the Master Plan update. The
culmination of this effort will be the presentation of a draft updated Master Plan to the community in one or more public
hearings. After incorporating the public input received on the draft plan, the Planning Board will prepare and adopt the
updated Town Master Plan by majority vote of the Board. The Planning Board would welcome participation by any
interested citizen in this planning process. Please contact the Board of Selectmen, one of the Planning Board members or
Ken McWilliams, Town Planner, to find out more about the process and how you can become involved.
The Planning Board greatly appreciates the continuing dependable and committed service provided by the staff including
Jessie Levine, Town Administrator; Peter Stanley, Zoning Administrator; Judy Condict, Secretary; and Ken McWilliams,
Town Planner.
As always, the Planning Board is very thankful for the effort expended by the many people who assisted the Planning
Board in its activities throughout the year. Your participation, inquiries and insights are invaluable and most appreciated.
The Planning Board generally meets the second and fourth Tuesday of each month as well as conducting noticed public
meetings or work sessions throughout the year working on various planning board initiatives. Minutes are available on the
Town website at www.nl-nh.com/minutes, and all of the Planning Board meetings are on the Town calendar (www.nlnh.com/calendar) and are open to the public. We always welcome your participation and input in the process of guiding
the future growth of our community.
Respectfully submitted,

Karen E. Ebel
Chair
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Zoning Board of Adjustment met ten times during the year 2006. The following
heard.

reflects a summary of the cases

January 16, 2006: Peter Schauer of Shauer Environmental Consultants LLC, represented Randolph Van Cise for a
special exception to the terms of Article XIII §E-1 of the New London Zoning Ordinance, in order to extend an existing
culvert to allow access to a proposed garage and around the existing residence, and to provide an improved parking and
turn-around area beside the garage. The residence is located at 82 Little Brook Road (Tax Map 35, Lot 45) in the R2
zone. Granted.
February 13, 2006: McGray & Nichols represented Townsend and Ann Marie Thomas for a variance to the terms of
Article XVI §C-2 of the New London Zoning Ordinance, in order to install a sewer ejector pump and line from a cabana
within the 50-foot setback from the lake, to the septic system used by the main house located on Route 103A (Tax Map
103, Lot 18) in the R2 zone. Granted.
March 13, 2006: Pelletieri Associates, Inc., represented Jane Brock-Wilson for a variance as provided in Article XVI §C
of the New London Zoning Ordinance in order to remove a failing concrete retaining wall and wood deck supported by
the failing concrete, and to replace those with natural/sustainable materials. The property is located at 115 Lighthouse
View Road (Tax Map 126, Lot 11) in the R2 zone. Granted
Jesseman Associates represented Molly and Domenic Ferrante for a variance as provided by Article XX §B-1 and –2, in
order to expand the scope of work approved by the New London Zoning Board of Adjustment on April 11, 2005.
Specifically, with this application, applicants proposed construction of a single bridge six feet in width and 28-feet in
length from the north corner of the east façade (the side away from the lake) of the residence in order to allow safer and
more convenient egress from the second floor living quarters. The residence is located at 53 Lighthouse View Road (Tax
Map 126, Lot 5) in the R2 zone. Denied.
George P. Quackenbos requested a variance as provided in Article XIII §F-1 of the New London Zoning Ordinance in
order to locate a leach field within a 75-foot wetland buffer, and a special exception as provided by Article XXII §G-3 in
order to reduce the depth of the stream buffer which is required by Article XXII §D-3. The property is owned by SAJP
LLC, and is located on Bunker Road (Tax Map 63, Lot 9) in the R2 zone. Granted.
May 1, 2006: Robert C. Stewart of RCS Designs, represented owner Thomas Kunher for a variance as provided by
Article XIII §F-1 of the New London Zoning Ordinance in order to locate a Clean Solution septic system within 75-feet of
a wetland, on property located at 464 Elkins Road (Tax Map 77, Lot 27) in the R1 zone. Granted.
Samuel B. Rowse requested a variance as provided by Article XX §B-3-b of the New London Zoning Ordinance, in order
to make Substantial Improvements (exceeding 50% of the market value of the existing structure) to a non-conforming
structure located at 47 Sunset Shores Road (Tax Map 103, Lot 24) in the R2 zone. Granted.
May 22, 2006: Cathleen and Edgar Gerwig requested a variance to the terms of Article XVI, Section C-2 of the New
London Zoning Ordinance in order to install a thirty to thirty-five foot long electrical conduit from the main house to a
play house located within the fifty-foot buffer setback from Pleasant Lake. The conduit will be buried in an 18-inch deep,
6-inch wide hand-dug trench. The property is located at 489 Bunker Road (Tax Map 63, Lot 5) in the R2 zone. Granted.
June 12, 2006: Robert and Caroline Bossi requested a variance to the terms of Article XX §B-3-b of the New London
Zoning Ordinance in order to enlarge their house on Putney Road. The current structure is non-conforming in that it is
within the 50-foot front yard setback from Putney Road. The construction will consist of a 20’ by 30’ addition on the
west side and a 40’ by 40’ addition on the east side of the existing structure. The property is located at 51 Putney Road
(Tax Map 11, Lot 2) in the Conservation District. Granted.
William Faccone of Lyon Brook Builders, represented Judith Curtis for a variance to the terms of Article VI §C-1 of the
New London Zoning Ordinance, in order to move an existing, non-conforming structure (a garage) located at 385
Seamans Road, further back onto the property, and turning it 90-degrees. The relocation would reduce the building’s
infringement into the 50-foot front yard setback, but would not change its non-compliance with the 25-foot side yard
setback requirement. The property is located at 385 Seamans Road (Tax Map 86, Lot 2) in the ARR zone. Granted.
July 24, 2006: Jerry and Jane Barnes requested a variance to the terms of Article XX §B-3-b of the New London Zoning
Ordinance in order to make Substantial Improvements to their home on Lake Shore Drive in the R-2 zone. The cost of the
improvements will exceed 50% of the assessed value of the current building. The property is located at 800 Lakeshore
Drive (Tax Map 51, Lot 5) in the R2 zone. Granted
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October 16, 2006: Jesseman Associates P.C., represented Colby Sawyer College for a variance to the terms of Article XX
§A-2 of the New London Zoning Ordinance, to allow expansion of a non-conforming use at their maintenance site—
specifically construction of a 26’ x 21’ roof over existing sand and salt storage bins. The property is located at 541 Main
Street (Tax Map 84, Lot 5) in the R1 zone. Granted.
James Schust represented Sonja Philips for a variance to the terms of Article V §C-3 of the New London Zoning
Ordinance, in order to add a new master bedroom within the required 25-foot set back. The property is located at 752
Pleasant Street (Tax Map 049, Lot 005) in the R1 zone. Denied.
Gary and Valerie Suprenant requested a variance to the terms of Article VI §C-1 of the New London Zoning Ordinance,
in order to demolish an existing cinderblock garage and replace that with a new, smaller garage on the same, but reduced
footprint, within the required 25-foot side yard setback. The property is located at 85 Bog Road (Tax Map 107, Lot 21) in
the ARR zone. Granted.
October 23, 2006: Laura Kiefer requested an equitable waiver of dimensional requirement as permitted by the terms of
Article XXI of the New London Zoning Ordinance, in order to legalize the existing non-conforming structure, specifically
a screened porch which was constructed in 1989, less than the required fifty feet from the property line. The property is
located at 35 Sparrowhawk Road (Tax Map 052, Lot 19) in the ARR zone. Granted.
G2+1 LLC represented Samuel Rowse for a special exception in accordance with the terms of Article XIII §E-1 of the
New London Zoning Ordinance, in order to cross a wetland with a driveway access to the barn, and to realign an existing
driveway. Property is located at 44 Sunset Shore Road (Tax Map 103, Lot 23 & 24) in the R2 and ARR zones. Granted.
Ken and Laurie Jacques, and Rick Kidder, co-owners of Twin Lake Village Inc. requested two variances to the terms of
Article V §C-1 and Article XVI §C-2 of the New London Zoning Ordinance in order to demolish an 11’ x 17’ storage
structure which is located within the required 25’ front yard setback and the required 50’ shore line buffer, and replace it
with a 16’ x 12’ pavilion style storage and picnic table structure, 15’ to the west and a few feet to the north, also within the
front yard setback and shore line buffer. The proposal includes some grading, filling and seeding of the footprint under the
old structure (once that structure is removed), as well as some grading and filling of the area beneath the proposed new
pavilion. The property is located at 885 Twin Lake Villa Road (Tax Map 32, Lot 3) in the R2 zone. Granted.
December 11, 2006: Douglas Long of Long Brothers Construction represented Millstone Realty, owner of Flying Goose
Pub-Four Corners Grille requested two variances to the terms of Article XX §A-2 and Article VI §C-1 of the New London
Zoning Ordinance to allow expansion of the existing, legal non-conforming use, to allow the expansion to further
encroach into the front yard setback. The application proposed to (1) construct a roof over an existing staircase at the rear
of the building, (2) to construct a 4’ x 12’ woodshed within the fenced area behind the building, and (3) to add a 6’ x 8’9”
space to each side of the existing entrance. The property is located at 40 Andover Road (Tax Map 122, Lot 1) in the ARR
zone. Granted.
Respectfully submitted,

Lawrence Ballin

Photo by Craig Williamson

Chair

Bald eagle at Pleasant Lake.
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BANDSTAND COMMITTEE
Summer just wouldn’t be the same without our Friday night band concerts. We were fortunate in our 18th year to hold
seven concerts outside, although one concert was cut short due to rain. With helpful suggestions from concert attendees,
we attempt to bring a variety of musical groups to the bandstand. Not all the bands will please everyone but all the bands
please a segment of the audiences.
Townes Harris, a valued committee member, died before the season began, and he was sorely missed. We also lost
Norman Leger, one of the original members of the Bandstand Committee. I remember dancing on the green with Norman
during one of our big band concerts a few years ago. What fun! April Whittaker, a valued long-term member retired from
the committee in 2006. She will be missed. Bill Sloan accepted an invitation to join the committee, and we look forward
to putting him to work. A debt of gratitude goes to Frank Sherman for the many hats he wears (VP, sound man,
announcer); Barbara Green, Treasurer; Missy Owen, Program Chair; Nancy Snow, Secretary; Bob Lull, sponsors; Marge
Sherman, publicity; Bill Green, maintenance and chairs; Jody Arnold, Mike Meller, and Peg Moreland. All contribute to
the success of the concerts.
I hope you noticed the “apron” around the bandstand, which helps to prevent soil erosion during rainstorms. Pellettieri
Associates did a fine job. Thank you to the Highway Department for the prep work and for keeping the Common usable
during a very wet summer. We are grateful to Lee Morrill of On Track Design for designing and printing our posters and
placing weekly ads, Chris Murphy of Murphy Art Sounds for his work with Frank on the sound system, Clayton Miller,
Inc. for making sure the lights work, the New London Garden Club for the beautiful plantings, the Chamber of Commerce
for displaying the sandwich board each week, and friends who assist us in many ways.
Many, many thanks to our generous sponsors for their sense of community by making it possible to provide concertgoers
a variety of musical programs. We look forward to seeing all of you when the concert season begins on June 22, 2007.
Respectfully submitted,

Lois E. Marshall
President
Friday, June 22, 2007
Friday, June 29, 2007
Friday, July 6, 2007
Friday, July 13, 2007
Friday, July 20, 2007
Friday, August 10, 2007
Friday, August 17, 2007
Friday, August 24, 2007

Hopkinton Town Band
East Bay Jazz
39th Army Band of the NH National Guard
Fountain Square Ramblers
Quintessential Brass
Bean Hill Bluegrass
The Fondtones
Brass Connection

All concerts start at 6:30 PM. In the event of rain, concerts will be held indoors at Whipple Memorial Town Hall.

Photo by Marge Sherman

PUBLIC NOTICE: As of May 12, 2003, it is illegal to possess, transport, or consume alcoholic beverages in or on any Town
building, cemetery, park, common, library, beach, skating rink or other town facility. This includes the Town Commons and Town
beaches, as well as any public roads, sidewalks, or parking areas. The fine for violations of this Town ordinance is $1,000 .
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NEW LONDON ARCHIVES COMMITTEE
If you have not been to the New London Archives, we urge you to come to visit us. There are many items of interest to be
discovered such as maps, old post cards of New London, oral histories, folders of clippings about town people and an old
collection of photographs, just to name a few. We are open on Wednesday mornings 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. in the Town
Office (Old Academy Building).
The Archives Committee members are: Vernon Barrett, Doris Cutter, Nancy Dutton, Constance Granger, Hope Howard,
Robert MacMichael, Margaret Moreland, Constance Reece, Barbara Stearns and Arrolyn Vernon.
We would welcome donations of New London historical material.
Respectfully submitted,

Margaret Moreland
Archivist

NEW LONDON HISTORICAL SOCIETY
The New London Historical Society is a non-profit organization founded in 1954. Its purpose is to collect and preserve
artifacts from the area, provide educational programs, and collaborate with other local organizations. The Society is
staffed by volunteers and financed by membership dues, special events, project grants, and other donations. With taxexempt status, the Society is also supported by all the residents of New London.
The 2006 schedule included four major events: a Young at Art show in May, featuring nearly two hundred pieces of the
artwork from students throughout the Kearsarge/Lake Sunapee area, our annual New London Elementary 4th Grade Open
House in June, an Art Show & Sale fundraiser, also in June, and the Holiday Open House in early December.
We also offered four other programs. In January, Dartmouth professor Craig Steven Wilder came down to tell the story of
Canaan’s Noyes Academy, whose experiment in admitting black students in 1835 ended with the destruction of the school
by a mob of hundreds. After a break for spring events, we then hosted a summer “Barn Music” series: performers
included Adam Boyce (sponsored by the New Hampshire Humanities Council), Dudley and Jacqueline Laufman, and Jeff
Warner – all exploring different aspects of 19th century music and dance traditions in rural New England.
In keeping with this general theme of music, we assembled a special exhibit of early phonographs, on loan from the Bill
Kidder collection. Our regular tour hours were generally busy throughout the Memorial Day to Columbus Day season,
and we conducted two private tours for groups from the Gordon Research Conferences and hosted an off-site retreat for
officers and directors of the New Hampshire Historical Society.
In 2007, the general theme will be 1920s and 30s recreation in the Lake Sunapee area, and we are pleased to be working
with the Barn Playhouse (celebrating its 75th season), the Fells, and the Sunapee Historical Society in order to offer a full
schedule of programming and special exhibits.
The New London Historical Society is a unique town asset, and all are welcome to visit, volunteer, and join as members.
More information is available on the web at: www.NewLondonHistoricalSociety.org.
Respectfully submitted,

James M. Perkins
President
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NEW LONDON OUTING CLUB
We would like to extend our sincere appreciation for the outstanding level of community support received in 2006, our
59th year of operation serving New London and surrounding communities.
Programs for everyone! Over 500 children and adults participated in a variety of recreational programs including tennis,
bocce ball, lacrosse, soccer, baseball, softball, horseshoes and skiing. A special thanks to Bud Barton for being such a
catalyst in getting the bocce ball program in high gear; we had 52 new Outing Club members in 2006 just for bocce ball!
Woodward Park Improvements: Thanks to the
generous support of our members we were able to
make some important improvements in Woodward
Park. Sumner Woodward, Bub Morgan and Mike
Heffernan worked hard to put the Park in the best
shape it has been in many years, including
maintenance on our electrical system, drainage
improvements and reworking the infields on our
baseball diamonds. The weather cooperated in
such a manner as to greatly favor the overall
condition of our playing fields, a true blessing in
that they are so very heavily utilized throughout
the non-winter months.
Fall Fling Auction, Ski/Skate Sale &
Membership: In late September we held our Fall
Fling auction, being the last event at the Lake
Sunapee Country Club before it closed for major
renovations. It was a great success, as was our
annual Ski & Skate Sale held at the middle school
in November, possibly the greatest “recycling”
event in Town! Membership in the Outing Club is
on the rise and is a terrific help in keeping
Woodward Park a safe and beautiful place for
everyone to enjoy. Thank you!
Knight’s Hill Park….a major asset to our
community: It is always surprising to realize how
many people don’t know about this absolute gem
in our midst! Long a part of the Outing Club, it is
easily accessed off a dedicated parking area on County Road just past Parkside Road. This gentle trail system is the
perfect place to enjoy nature at its best. The Outing Club greatly appreciates the efforts of Fred Sladen, Ruth White,
Marshall Hoke, Hugh Chapin and others who work to make this natural resource a benefit to everyone in our community.
Give it a try - you won’t be sorry!
New Website launched: theoutingclub.net! Please visit us on our new website. Outing Club director Janet Hutchens has
done a spectacular job in the site’s design. Finally, you can go to one website and learn about all the recreation programs,
become a member or register yourself or your family for a program, and even safely pay online with a credit card!
Sincerely,

Daniel C. Snyder
President
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AUSBON SARGENT LAND PRESERVATION TRUST
For nearly 20 years the Ausbon Sargent Land Preservation Trust (ASLPT) has been a leader in the conservation of our
natural resources in the Mt. Kearsarge/Lake Sunapee Region. This non-profit, citizen-based group’s mission is to protect
the rural landscape of this region. Operated by a volunteer board of 13 trustees, the ASLPT has grown from an all
volunteer organization with an initial charter membership of 475 into an organization of over 1,100 memberships with a
full-time executive director, a full-time land protection specialist and three part-time office assistants. We are pleased to
have 75+ volunteers providing year-round support for easement monitoring, committee assignments and clerical work.
Since our founding in 1987, the ASLPT has completed 86 projects and protected a total of 4,613 acres. All projects must
provide for some public benefit and two thirds of our properties offer public access.
Many of our members are involved in our events, serve as easement monitors, volunteer to assist with office work,
organize fund raising events and serve on various committees. We are especially thankful for their support and the
countless hours that they give us during the year. Our members are the lifeblood of the ASLPT and if you are not already
a member, I urge you to become one.
Land conservation is a partnership and often will involve not only the landowner and ASLPT, but other conservation
organizations and local conservation commissions. It has been a year and a half since the ASLPT welcomed Beth
McGuinn as our fulltime Land Protection Specialist. When we hired Beth, we had a backlog of projects, and although
more land is being protected, we continue to have a growing backlog. In order to continue our work, we must count on the
financial support of members and friends with the intention of hiring a second Land Protection Specialist in 2009.
In order to reach this goal, this spring we have initiated the Annual Preservation Fund. This appeal along with your annual
membership renewal in the fall will be the only times we ask for funds each year. While annual memberships are the base
of support for the ASLPT, they are not sufficient to meet the growing demands for land conservation in our region.
Projects completed during 2006 include the following:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Clark Lookout – New London – 6.2 acres
Dane Lot (Webb) – Sunapee – 74 acres
Harrison Lot (Webb) – Sunapee – 69 acres
Cordingley Preserve – New London – 13 acres

Courser Farm – Warner – 138 acres
Hayes – Springfield – 267 acres
Rosenblum – Danbury – 141 acres

As in prior years, our two “progressive” dinner fundraisers held in July proved to be extremely popular and everyone
involved had a great time. I am grateful to the hosts that make these events so successful. In September the third annual
Growers’ Dinner was sponsored by Jack’s of New London and in December we held our fourth annual Holiday Party at
Foxstand in Springfield. We very much look forward to seeing many of our members at these events.
We were delighted to have a student from Colby-Sawyer College, Katie Srednicki, create a DVD for the ASLPT featuring
five ASLPT easement donors for her senior year capstone project including Putnam, Courser, Broshek, Spring Ledge
Farm and Clark Lookout. Her DVD is so professional that the ASLPT will be using it as part of its potential easement
donor information packet. Please take a look at it at: www.ausbonsargent.org or stop by the office to pick up a copy.
The year 2007 is an exciting year for the ASLPT, as we are celebrating our 20th Anniversary. Many events are planned
throughout the year for the celebration. I hope that many of you will be able to join us at one or several of the events.
I would like to thank everyone involved with the ASLPT either as an easement donor, a member or as one who
contributes many volunteer hours to the organization.
Respectfully submitted,

Deborah L. Stanley
Executive Director
ASLPT Board of Trustees
Nancy Teach, Chairman
Heidi Lauridsen, Vice-Chairman
Larry Armstrong, Treasurer
Alex Bernhard, Secretary

Greg Berger
Bill Clough
Chris Cundey
Jen Ellis

Maggie Ford
Bill Helm
Jeanie Plant
Jack Sheehan
Doug Sweet
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ASLPT Staff
Land Protection Specialist: Beth McGuinn
Operations Manager: Sue Ellen Andrews
Administrative &
Development Assistant: Laurie DiClerico
Bookkeeper: Wendy Johnson

SUNAPEE AREA WATERSHED COALITION
SAWC was organized in January 2005 in the Sunapee area to protect water quality, to raise community awareness of
important issues concerning the Lake Sunapee watershed and surrounding areas, to formulate clear guidelines for
responsible, long-term stewardship of the water resources, and to promote cooperation among Sunapee watershed towns
in using the guidelines for the implementation of programs effective in addressing the salient issues to the common
benefit of the area communities. Since all water within the boundaries of a watershed is connected, collaboration among
watershed towns and residents is essential when dealing with water issues. SAWC is made up of representatives from
each watershed town (Goshen, Newbury, New London, Springfield, Sunapee and Sutton), the Lake Sunapee Protective
Association, Colby-Sawyer College, Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Commission, 13 lake and pond
associations and interested watershed residents, as well as the NH Department of Environmental Services. The inter-town
Coalition was formed to develop a long-term watershed management plan for the Lake Sunapee watershed. When
completed, it will be one of the first watershed management plans in the State of New Hampshire.
During 2006, SAWC made strides toward its goal. There are three subcommittees each focused on a distinct subject for
watershed planning: Land Use, Water Quality, and Education. Three projects were initiated and are either complete or
soon to be:
•
•
•

Water Quality Model, which will take watershed input variables such as the number of residences, and predict
resulting phosphorus loading in water bodies;
Town by town building and site regulation assessment, with sample and recommended regulations; and
Updated build-out analysis of the Sunapee watershed.

These projects are supported by a DES Pilot Grant. During 2007, SAWC Subcommittees will use the data from these
projects to move forward with recommendations to the towns and the public.
During 2007, SAWC will have a Watershed Planning Committee, which will work specifically on the Watershed Plan.
The watershed planning process is assisted by Granite State Rural Water Association, who will help SAWC through the
process, write the plan, and provide initial implementation support on the plan recommendations. From the beginning
through present, the Sunapee area towns have been periodically updated with SAWC’s activities and progress. The
ultimate goal is to have the Watershed Plan, with its recommendations, accepted by the towns into their Master Plans, and
act as a living document during implementation.
Respectfully submitted,

Terence Dancy

Photo by Dick Katz

New London representative to Sunapee Area Watershed Coalition

ASLPT’s “Growers’ Dinner” at Hilary Cleveland’s barn, September 2006.
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PLEASANT LAKE PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION
The Pleasant Lake Protective Association wishes to express its sincere thanks to the Town of New London for the 2006
grant of $7,000 from the Milfoil Capital Reserve Fund. Together with a grant of $4,000 from the State Department of
Environmental Services and the continuing generosity of PLPA members, we were once again able to fund the PLPA
Lake Host program. Our Lake Hosts, Teri Lee and Allison Boucier, inspected approximately 1,000 vessels in 2006. We
appreciate all their hard work as our first line of defense against invasive exotic weeds. Our dedicated team of Weed
Watchers, under the direction of John Wilson, also continued to carefully monitor our underwater environment. Due to
these extensive efforts, we are pleased to report that Pleasant Lake remains free of exotic weeds.
2006 marked the completion of the Comprehensive Lake Inventory for Pleasant Lake. We are thankful for the work of
John Callewaert and the students and professors of the Community & Environmental Studies Program of Colby-Sawyer
College who completed this Inventory. The resulting best practices and recommendations will assist the Pleasant Lake
Protective Association in carrying out its mission as well as provide valuable information to the New London Planning
Board and the Conservation Commission. The final project can be found at:
www.colbysawyer.edu/academic/ces/curriculum/thirdyearprojects/2006thirdyear/index.html
Under the excellent leadership of President Dick Clayton, the Pleasant Lake Protective Association has updated its
organizational bylaws and the articles of agreement. An application has been filed with the US Internal Revenue Service
to make the PLPA a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization. We expect this application to be approved in the upcoming months
and the change will make future donations to the PLPA tax-deductible.
The members of the Pleasant Lake Protective Association are passionate about preserving and protecting Pleasant Lake.
We have an active e-mail communication called “All Things Pleasant On The Lake.” If you would like to join us, please
call 526-4069 or e-mail lanes-end@comcast.net.
Respectfully submitted,

Katherine Wilson

Photo courtesy of Colby-Sawyer College

Secretary

Community and Environmental Studies students conduct research for their comprehensive survey of Pleasant Lake.
Natural Sciences Assistant Professor Laura Alexander speaks to her students before they head out on kayaks to make
observations on the lake.
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CHAPIN SENIOR CENTER
OF THE KEARSARGE AREA COUNCIL ON AGING, INC.
December 31st of the year 2006 marks the end of the 14th year the Kearsarge Area Council on Aging has been serving
people 55 and over in Andover, Danbury, Grantham, Newbury, New London, Sunapee, Springfield, Sutton and Wilmot.
As we have aged, so we have grown, until in 2006 our membership passed the 2500 mark. Many well-organized and
dedicated volunteers, 225 in number, carry out the numerous programs and services which enhance the quality of life of
so many of our area seniors. Thus our motto: PEOPLE HELPING PEOPLE. COA has never charged any fees for
membership or participation in its programs and activities, with the exception of trips, which are offered at cost. COA has
neither asked for nor received federal or state funds to defray its operating expenses. We are most grateful for the annual
appropriations from each of the nine towns we serve. The balance of our operating expenses is covered by donations from
individuals and businesses that recognize the continuously growing need for the services we offer. We are especially
grateful this year to Mascoma Bank Foundation and Hannaford for grants to enable special projects. COA is proud of the
fact that we have consistently operated on a “bare-bones” budget. Our paid staff continues to consist of a full-time
Executive Director and a part-time Administrative Assistant.
COA sincerely believes that area seniors reap many benefits from the towns’ annual appropriations. Not only do they
benefit from participation in and use of our services and activities, but also younger residents, as well as those from away,
find it helpful to have these available to their elders who live here. Participation in activities outside oneself is well known
to benefit seniors mentally as well as physically. COA volunteers provide area residents 55 and older with free door-todoor transportation for hospital and doctor appointments (locally, as well as to White River Junction, Lebanon and
Concord), and for grocery shopping and other activities. These trips totaled 60,000 miles in 2006 and we expect these
numbers will increase with the continuing growth of the senior population (commonly known as the rise of the “baby
boomers,” and of course their parents!) in the areas we serve. (Further, recognize that COA drivers are seniors
themselves, and there is always a need for new volunteer drivers to insure that everyone who needs a ride gets one.)
COA is grateful to all of its supporters – towns, individuals and businesses -- and is always open to suggestions for new
programs. We also cooperate and work together with all of the other service organizations in the area to achieve a better
quality of life for all seniors.
Respectfully submitted,

Hugh A. Chapin
Vice Chairman

Chapin Senior Center on Pleasant Street
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A MESSAGE TO THE COMMUNITY FROM NEW LONDON HOSPITAL
Thanks to you, our physicians, staff and Board leadership, our hospital continues to provide excellence in patient care to
our community. We are pleased to share these notable achievements of our recent fiscal year, which ended on
September 30, 2006.
Our patient care quality evaluation scores continue to be high as reflected in our Press Ganey surveys, our scores on the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) quality indicators, and our high scores on Surgical Infection
Prevention.
•

Our primary care providers were joined by three new colleagues: Michael J. Carr, D.O. in Family Medicine in New
London, Ben Holobowicz, Jr., MPAS, PA-C in Family Medicine at the Newport Health Center, and Lori D. Richer,
M.D. in Family Medicine in New London.

•

The Women’s Health Program now includes Patricia Miller, M.D., Gynecologist, who sees patients in New London.
Dr. Miller will soon be joined by two Certified Nurse Midwives and an obstetrician from Dartmouth-Hitchcock
Medical Center who will provide pre- and post-natal care in New London, with delivery at DHMC.

•

New London Hospital Practices added several important specialty services: Jennifer A. Kernan, M.D., Neurosurgeon,
joined the Hospital staff and sees patients and performs neurosurgery at New London Hospital; and Jennifer Judkins,
M.D., board-certified in Otolaryngology (Ear, Nose & Throat), from Upper Valley ENT, schedules patients in New
London. Dr. Sean Bears and Dr. Donald Eberly rejoined New London Hospital Practices as General Surgeons.

•

Our Family Care Center at Grantham has served area residents for one year. A wide variety of services is provided by
Serena Baskin, MD and Benjamin Holobowicz, PA.

•

Our Sleep Disorders Center and our Oncology programs saw significant growth in the number of patients seen.

•

The Hospital achieved its operating and non-operating budgets, which are the strongest financial results for the
Hospital in the past eight years. FY 2006 is also the third year in a row that the Hospital has had a positive gain from
operations.

•

We celebrated one year as a member of the Dartmouth Hitchcock Alliance.

•

Our 24/7 ambulance service continues to serve the community with support from all seven towns.

•

The Board of Trustees approved recommendations from the Strategic Planning Committee to pursue plans for a
renovation and expansion project to our 50-year old inpatient unit and replace physician offices with a new building.

•

After receiving a $2.9 million loan/grant from the USDA Rural Utilities Services Program in 2005 to implement a
new Health Information System that will include advanced technology and electronic medical records, the Hospital
plans to complete the first step in converting to a new information system in late fall 2006.

•

The Friends of New London Hospital held the first Grand Gala in June featuring a sold-out evening of dining, dancing
and a silent auction at Baker Hill Golf Club.

•

Community support for New London Hospital exceeded our projections with a very successful Annual Fund and
record attendance and proceeds from our third annual golf tournament and 82nd Annual Hospital Days.

•

Our Yankee Cable TV show “About Your Health,” hosted by Bruce King, President & CEO, has aired monthly,
featuring our physicians and services.

•

The New London Hospital Art Program has showcased the works of 12 local artists over the year with quarterly
installations, bringing the art of healing to our walls for patients, visitors and staff.

•

Volunteer service to the hospital totaled more than 13,000 hours, with a value of over $234,000. The Friends of New
London Hospital also contributed countless hours supporting a variety of community-based programs.

Respectfully submitted,

G. William Helm, Jr.

Bruce P. King

Chairman, New London Hospital Board of Trustees

President & CEO, New London Hospital
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FRIENDS OF THE NEW LONDON HOSPITAL
Supporting the Hospital Through Active Service and Philanthropy
This has been an exciting and eventful year for the Friends. Building from the strong foundation established by the
Auxiliary and with input from the Hospital Board and Senior Management, the Friend’s Board has set an ambitious course
to support the Hospital.
The work of the Friends falls into three broad categories. Below is a recap of many of the achievements of this past year
as well as plans for 2007:
Fundraising and Special Events: The Friends sponsored a number of fundraisers this past year, including the fall and
spring Rummage Sales, Hospital Day’s Book Sale, Sail Away Raffle and the Barn Playhouse Pillow/Scholarship program.
New activities included the sold-out June 2006 Grand Gala at Baker Hill, the opening of The Friend’s Shop in the
Hospital Lobby and the celebrated Friend’s of NLH Art of Healing Program.
Hospital-Based Volunteering: Under the umbrella of the Friends, community members continue to support the Hospital
by generously giving their time. This vital service represented 13,000 hours, with a value over $234,000. The Friends
office will continue to actively recruit volunteers in 2007, supporting nearly every Hospital department.
Supporting Community Health Education: The Friends are working with the Hospital to develop and deliver an
ongoing community health education program aimed at serving the health needs and interests of the 15 towns served by
NLH. Coordination and planning is underway for 2007 with area resources such as Council on Aging, Kearsarge Regional
School District, Colby Sawyer College, Mountain View Senior Center and others.
On behalf of the Friends Board, I would like to express our gratitude for your support this past year. As we move forward
our ability to render support to the Hospital will be strengthened as more folks step forward and become Friends of New
London Hospital. We look forward to working with you. Thank you.
Respectfully submitted,

Anne Holmes
President
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LAKE SUNAPEE REGION VNA AND AFFILIATES
Dear Friends,
When you speak to patients’ families, no matter what the age, the desire to have the family unit together with the support
of community friends and neighbors is key to their sense of well-being. The number one need/concern of seniors
according to a 2003 AARP study is how to live in their own home and their own community for as long as possible.
Eighty-three percent want to stay in their existing home as long as possible and recognize that they may need to make
some changes in order to do so.
The population in New Hampshire is expected to grow 29% between now and 2020. The New Hampshire population 65
years and over will grow 177% from 163,615 to 332,178 during that time. Friends and family members provide 80% of all
long term care at home.

“More than 1300
residents of New London
utilized home care
services and programs
through Lake Sunapee
Region VNA during the
past year”

All of these changes will have substantial impact on our community in terms of
needed social and economic resources. A vital community depends on a variety of
resources to meet the needs of its residents. Town leadership depends on the
quality and commitment of community-based organizations to support physical,
emotional, social and financial “health” in the town.
Since its founding in 1970, Lake Sunapee Region VNA has evolved to meet the
needs of the community. Our mission is to provide home health, hospice, personal
support, health promotion and other non-medical services that encourage
independence and preserve dignity for people of all ages. This year was no
exception.

Lake Sunapee Region VNA invested in education to ensure competency of staff in pediatrics, hospice and palliative care,
wound care and more. A number of staff became certified in specialty areas in order to ensure that the latest advances in
health care are available to you at home. We continue to acquire the necessary medical and information technology to
support excellence in care. LSRVNA consistently ranks above the 95th percentile in patient satisfaction, and meets or
exceeds state and national standards for patient outcomes. In October 2006, Outcome Concept Systems ranked Lake
Sunapee Region VNA in the top 25% of home care agencies nationally based on publicly available data.
When you choose Lake Sunapee Region VNA for your home health and hospice care, you can feel comfortable knowing
that among the more than 120 staff and 70 active volunteers, many are your neighbors and friends who stand ready to care
for you 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Almost 30% of the staff has been with us for over 15 years, with six years being
the average length of employment. Sixty-three percent live within the Kearsarge, Sunapee or Newport area. Every staff
person undergoes reference and background checks, extensive orientation and training. Every employee is fully covered
by liability insurance. We know that these kinds of standards are important to you when you choose a provider.
Think about your family, friends and neighbors and what home health and hospice care might mean to them.
Think of the woman who suffered from a rare neurological disorder for the last 10 years of her life. After falling in love in
high school and 50 years of marriage, her husband was determined to care for her at home. After he experienced some
health problems, he realized he would need help. LSRVNA physical therapists helped him get back to good health.
Physical therapists, nurses and home health aides helped this patient to “make the best possible use of her continuing
more limited abilities.” “The aides were so capable and loving that my wife felt like they were a part of the family.”
Finally, hospice care became a reality. Hospice “made it possible for my wife to be comfortable at home surrounded by
our family.”
Think of the young couple bringing home their first born infant who needed to be closely monitored for newborn jaundice
and breathing issues. “Bringing home our newborn was exciting and overwhelming.” The Lake Sunapee Region VNA
nurse came to our home several times to check on our son’s feeding, weight, breathing and on my progress…all in the
comfort of our own living room. The care we received made the transition from hospital to our home much more
manageable.”
Think of the teenager whose life changed forever when he was struck by an automobile and sustained life threatening
injuries. The family was insistent on bringing their child home rather than having him enter a rehab facility. Unable to
walk, speak, eat, or use his arms, this child needed nursing care, physical and occupational therapy. His parents believe
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that their son is doing well- or better- at home than he could ever have done in a facility away from the support of his
family, friends and community. Miracles do happen!
The Lake Sunapee Region VNA volunteer Board of Trustees and staff plans for the future using information gathered
from all of you in the community. As we look to that future, we are grateful for the support of our member towns,
businesses, service organizations and individuals who value our work and our mission. Our planning focuses on achieving
operating efficiencies, expanding revenue sources, and collaborating with local and regional organizations to implement
programs and services that will support town residents; in short, to help strengthen the rich tapestry of services and
support that makes your community special to you.
More than 1300 residents of New London utilized home care services and programs through Lake Sunapee Region VNA
during the past year. Home care was provided for 362 residents; and hospice, volunteer support and bereavement care for
38 residents and their families. More than 17,000 hours of long-term care support care helped patients remain at home,
and 125 people received support through our Lifeline and home telemedicine program. Other community health services
like foot care, blood pressure and immunization clinics were provided for 646 residents. A total of 49 support groups for
adults and children were held throughout the year.
Thank you for the opportunity to care for residents of the New London community. We renew our commitment to you to
provide the quality home health and hospice services you expect with the caring, respect and compassion you deserve.
Sincerely,

Andrea Steel

Photo by Doug Peel

President and CEO
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COLBY-SAWYER COLLEGE

President Galligan’s first community events occurred within one week
of his arrival, when he spoke to the New London Rotary Club and then
the next day he and his wife, Susan Stokes Galligan, represented the
college in the Hospital Days Parade in August. The couple rode
through New London in a horse-drawn carriage with the New London
Historical Society. In September, President Galligan launched a new
event, the Colby-Sawyer College Community 5K Dash & Stroll, in
which more than 100 college and community members participated.
Since then, President Galligan has taken time to meet with many
community members and organizations. One of these is the President’s
Advisory Council, a group of area community members who meet
regularly to discuss community issues with the Colby-Sawyer
president. He has also met with groups ranging from the Country
Tom and Susan Galligan-Hospital Days
Squires, New London Hospital and the League of Women Voters, to President
President Tom and Susan Galligan – Hospital
2006.
Adventures in Learning, the Lake Sunapee Region Visiting Nurse
Days 2006 (photo courtesy of Colby-Sawyer
Association and the Ausbon Sargent Land Preservation Trust.
College)

Photo courtesy of Colby-Sawyer College

In the summer of 2006, Colby-Sawyer College welcomed Thomas C. Galligan Jr. as its eighth president. Formerly the
dean and professor at the University of Tennessee College of Law, President Galligan follows in the tradition of his
predecessors, most recently Interim President Philip H. Jordan and President Anne Ponder, who encouraged strong
college and community relations.

“The great relationship between Colby-Sawyer and New London goes
back to the school’s founding in the mid-1830s, when community members got together to create a coeducational
academy,” President Galligan said. “I’m enthusiastic about being part of this community and continuing that wonderful
tradition of college and community partnerships.”
At Colby-Sawyer College, our academic mission and primary focus is the successful education of our students, which
includes professional experience through internships. In 2005-2006, our students worked with New London area schools,
businesses and organizations to gain hands-on experience in their fields of study and provide meaningful service to the
community. We are grateful to the many individuals and organizations that provide guidance and support to our students
in these valuable learning experiences.
In 2005-2006, Colby-Sawyer students completed internships with dozens of local businesses, schools and organizations.
These included businesses such as A.G. Edwards & Associates, WNTK radio station, Sequent Partners, Coldwell Banker,
Colby Real Estate Direct Capital, W. Michael Todd Law Office, New London Recreation Department, Knights Hill Park,
New London Hospital, Woodcrest Village and the New London Barn Playhouse.
The students also interned with community organizations such as The Fells, Lake Sunapee Protective Association,
Ausbon Sargent Land Preservation Trust and the Sunapee/Kearsarge Intercommunity Theatre. They also participated in
internships with the Kearsarge Regional School District, gaining classroom experience as future teachers. One student
also worked closely with N.H. Representative Randy Foose in educating fellow students about state government and
engaging them in political activism. In total, our students contributed some 11,200 hours to the New London area through
internships, and a total of 147,500 hours to internships throughout the region.
Colby-Sawyer also encourages our students to participate in community service. In the past year, they volunteered to
spend quality time with youngsters in the school district through the After School Buddy Program on campus, the
Mentoring Program and the America Reads Program. The college’s Community Service Club organized a number of
initiatives to benefit area communities, such as working with residents and the college community to gather and distribute
Thanksgiving baskets and holiday gifts to families in need.
Many of the college’s academic programs also encourage, and in some cases, require our students to create communitybased projects that benefit a wide variety of local organizations and their members. In 2005-2006, Community and
Environmental Studies (CES) students focused their junior-year project on developing and administering a comprehensive
survey of the Pleasant Lake watershed. Working closely with the Pleasant Lake Protective Association, the group
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gathered information that will be used to assist the organization and community in protecting this valuable natural
resource. To read the CES students’ report, visit:
www.colby-sawyer.edu/academic/ces/curriculum/thirdyearprojects/2006thirdyear/index.html
In fall 2006, seniors in our Nursing Program began work on their community-based Capstone projects. Teams of student
nurses worked closely with staff from New London Hospital and the Lake Sunapee Visiting Nurses Association to
conduct a community assessment and identify projects that seek to improve the health and well-being of specific
community groups. This spring, these student nurses will implement their plans, which involve the development of an
improved community education program on diabetes for the hospital, and an education program for the VNA that
promotes healthy lifestyles for the organization’s staff members.
Students in Colby-Sawyer’s Business Administration Program also put their knowledge and skills to work for some local
organizations and businesses in 2006. In the spring semester, a Marketing Research class assisted New London Hospital
with a major research project and Ausbon Sargent Land Preservation Trust with a study on community awareness of the
organization.
At Commencement 2006, Joseph Cardillo, then the owner of Flash Photo, was recognized with the Colby-Sawyer Town
Award, which is presented to a New London area resident who has shown extraordinary involvement with the college. For
more than 20 years, Mr. Cardillo offered Colby-Sawyer graphic design and photography majors positions as interns.
Scores of them gained practical experience thanks to his generosity.
Colby-Sawyer students’ involvement in the New London area is a vital part of their education, which enables them to
apply their knowledge, hone their skills and gain professional experience. Equally important, these experiences strengthen
our students’ sense of community and belonging and gives them a personal understanding of the rewarding ways they can
contribute to the greater good of our society.
To learn more about Colby-Sawyer College, visit our Web site at: www.colby-sawyer.edu. For information about
upcoming public events, visit: www.colby-sawyer.edu/currents/events.html.
Respectfully submitted,

Kimberly Swick Slover
Director of Communications

Photo courtesy of Colby-Sawyer College

“Colby-Sawyer students’
involvement in the New
London area is a vital part of
their education, which enables
them to apply their knowledge,
hone their skills and gain
professional experience.”

Community and Environmental Studies students take
measurements of the bridge in Elkins while conducting
research for their comprehensive survey of Pleasant Lake.
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Photo by Kittie Wilson
Information Booth decorated for the holidays.
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UPPER VALLEY LAKE SUNAPEE REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
Through UVLSRPC membership, the 27 towns of the Upper Valley, Sullivan County and Lake Sunapee area strive to
ensure that the growth of the Region does not lower the quality of life, and that it enhances rather than threatens our
healthy economy. Regional planning provides a mechanism for communities that live and work together to collaborate on
issues of common concern, such as transportation, emergency preparedness, economic development, housing and resource
protection. Your community’s active participation in the UVLSRPC provides you with a voice in regional activities, as
well as in decision-making at the state level that affects the future of your community.
Each year we try to address the highest priority needs of each area of the Region, while balancing the differing concerns
of larger and smaller communities. Some highlights of the past year:
•

Obtained funding for Route 120 Corridor Management Plan in Hanover and Lebanon, and for transit planning with
Community Transportation Services in Sullivan County.

•

Completed approval process for Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) developed for Sullivan
County to increase eligibility for federal funding for economic development and infrastructure improvements.
Continued to collaborate with economic development partners in Grafton County through the North Country CEDS
Committee.

•

Partnered with Lake Sunapee Protective Association and Sunapee Area Watershed Coalition to help communities
collaborate on watershed management planning.

•

Brought Route 4 Corridor Management Plan near completion to balance growth of Canaan and Enfield village centers
with needs of commuters.

•

Adopted revised UVLSRPC Regional Plan incorporating new Housing and Economic Development elements.

•

Promoted our Region’s priorities for federal and state transportation funding including Transportation Enhancement
(TE) Grants. Served on NH Congestion Mitigation & Air Quality Advisory Committee (CMAQ).

•

Worked with state agencies to ensure that the needs of our Region’s communities are understood and addressed.
Participated in work group studying sprawl in NH and effectiveness of state smart growth policies, NH Association of
Regional Planning Commission’s Legislative Policy Committee, NH GIS Advisory Committee, and Mount Sunapee
Ski Area Advisory Committee.

•

Co-wrote innovative zoning guidebook with NHDES and NHARPC.

•

Assisted Connecticut River Joint Commissions with update of corridor management plan.

•

Provided consulting services to Twin Pines Housing Trust.

•

Participated in Sullivan County Community Mobility Project to begin identifying and addressing unmet transportation
needs.

•

Performed over 100 traffic counts throughout the Region to provide data for state and regional transportation plans.

•

Continued day-to-day collaboration with regional partner organizations, e.g. Advance Transit, Community
Transportation Services, Upper Valley Transportation Management Association, Connecticut River Joint
Commissions, Connecticut Byway Council, Upper Valley Household Hazardous Waste Committee, Upper Valley
Housing Coalition, North Country R C & D, and Lake Sunapee Protective Association.

•

Organized 4 hazardous waste collections in which over 700 households participated to keep over 4,500 gallons of
hazardous chemicals out of the Regional’s groundwater.

•

Facilitated four roundtable discussions for municipal representatives to discuss and get advice on issues of common
concern including: balanced growth, protecting community quality of life and natural resources, the need for more
affordable and senior housing, the tax structure, the lack of money for planning, Class VI road policies, Tax Increment
Financing (TIF) districts, telecommunications towers, FEMA assistance, flood management and other emergency
preparedness, and keeping the master plan a current and living document.
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•

Assisted 15 communities with updates of local master plans, 6 with natural resource inventories, 7 with zoning
amendments, 3 with other regulations, and 3 with capital improvement programs.

•

Completed road inventories in 5 additional member communities, ensuring that full state aid for maintenance is
received.

•

Conducted hazard mitigation planning in 8 communities as required for continued eligibility for federal disaster
assistance and hazard mitigation funds. Assisted 5 with review of National Flood Insurance Program compliance.
Assisted Sullivan County communities with process to adopt new floodplain maps to ensure residents’ continued
eligibility for flood insurance.

•

Assisted 6 communities with review of proposed developments.

•

Completed special projects to address local needs, such as the Elkins Village Plan in New London and culvert
inventory for Newbury.

•

Compiled planning how-tos for communities interested in enhancing their “creative economy” as an economic
development tool.

•

Continued emphasis on informational programs and training for local officials including law lecture series and bimonthly programs including: Being Heard in Concord, Managing Growth in the Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Region,
Planning for Town Woodlands, Natural Resource Inventories, and Reducing Municipal Energy Consumption:
Addressing Climate Change.

•

Responded to numerous day-to-day requests from local board members and staff for guidance, data and GIS maps.

•

Maintained website – www.uvlsrpc.org – to share information on planning issues and events, and kept library current
with the latest technical guidance, planning literature, and sample regulations.

•

Provided information to businesses, residents, libraries, school districts, and other area organizations.

•

Participated in professional development activities to ensure planning staff stays up-to-date on best practices, emerging
topics, GIS, and changes in NH land use law and federal funding programs of benefit to communities.

Each year we try to address the highest priority needs of each area of the Region, while balancing the differing concerns
of larger and smaller communities. In FY2006 we held a retreat to enable representatives from member communities and
other local officials to identify the most important focus areas for the UVLSRPC for the next 5 years. The following 5
priorities were identified:
•

Planning for and Managing Growth

•

Resource Protection

•

Economic Stability

•

Education and Advocacy

•

Solid Waste

We appreciate the high level of participation and support we receive from our communities, and look forward to
continuing to serve the needs of the Region in the coming year. We count on feedback from the Commissioners
appointed by each community, as well as local officials and residents, to ensure that our work program focuses on those
regional issues that are of the highest priority to you. Please feel free to contact us at (603) 448-1680 or email me at:
tbamford@uvlsrpc.org to share your thoughts.
Respectfully submitted,

Tara E. Bamford
Executive Director
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COMMUNITY FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER REPORT
Your local Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and the State of New Hampshire Division of Forests & Lands work
collaboratively to reduce the risk and frequency of wildland fires in New Hampshire. To help us assist you, please contact
your local Forest Fire Warden or Fire Department [note: in New London, contact Police Dispatch at 526-2626] to
determine if a permit is required before doing ANY outside burning. A fire permit is required for all outside burning
unless the ground is completely covered with snow. The New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services also
prohibits the open burning of household waste. Citizens are encouraged to contact the local Fire Department or DES at
800-498-6868 or www.des.state.nh.us for more information. Safe open burning requires diligence and responsibility. Help
us to protect New Hampshire’s forest resources. For more information please contact the Division of Forests & Lands at
(603) 271-2217, or online at www.nhdfl.org.
Fire activity was high during the first several weeks of the 2006 fire season, with red-flag conditions issued by the
National Weather Service and extreme fire danger in many sections of the state. The largest forest fire during this period
occurred in late April and burned 98 acres. The extremely dry conditions in spring resulted in over twice the amount of
acreage burned than in all of 2005. Our statewide system of fire lookout towers is credited with keeping most fires small
and saving several structures this season due to their quick and accurate spotting capabilities. Fires in the wildland urban
interface damaged 6 structures, a constant reminder that forest fires burn more than just trees. Homeowners should take
measures to prevent a wildland fire from spreading to their home. Precautions include keeping your roof and gutters clear
of leaves and pine needles and maintaining adequate green space around your home free of flammable materials.
Additional information and homeowner recommendations are available at: www.firewise.org. Please help Smokey Bear,
your local Fire Department and the state’s Forest Rangers by being fire wise and fire safe!
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT WILDLAND FIRES
2006 FIRE STATISTICS
(All fires reported through November 8, 2006)

TOTALS BY COUNTY
Belknap
Carroll
Cheshire
Coos
Grafton
Hillsborough
Merrimack
Rockingham
Strafford
Sullivan

# of Fires
76
44
38
30
24
114
91
49
26
8

Acres
39
27
42
104
53
75
40
74
10
8

2006
2005
2004
2003

CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED
Arson
15
Campfire
24
Children
13
Smoking
50
Debris
284
Railroad
3
Lightning
1
Equipment
4
Misc*
106
*Misc: powerlines, fireworks, electric fences, etc.
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Total Fires
500
546
482
374

Total Acres
473
174
147
100

UNH COOPERATIVE EXTENSION – MERRIMACK COUNTY
For 92 years, UNH Cooperative Extension, the public outreach arm of the University of New Hampshire, has engaged
New Hampshire residents with a broad variety of non-formal educational offerings. One in four Merrimack County
residents took advantage of at least one Extension program last year.
We offer programs in parenting, family finances, food safety, home gardening, 4-H (including clubs, camps, special
interest programs and after school programs) for children and teens, nutrition education for low-income families, and
acculturation for refugee families. We respond to the needs of forest landowners, commercial farmers, niche growers,
farmers markets, and many other groups.
Merrimack County Extension educators also work extensively with towns and school districts, organizing and advising
after-school programs, helping school and town groundskeepers maintain athletic fields, landscaped areas, and town
forests. We provide guidance to community boards on current use, timber tax law, and other land use issues. We also help
social service agencies plan programs and stay current with the latest research and best practices.
Our county staff participate—and sometimes take leadership roles—in many state and local coalitions, among them the
Franklin Asset Building Coalition, the Concord Substance Abuse Coalition, the Timberland Owners Association, N.H.
Farm and Forest Exposition board, Ausbon Sargent Land Trust outreach committee, New Hampshire Association for
Infant Mental Health, the state Marriage and Family Advisory Board, and the New Hampshire Volunteer Administrators
Association.
Merrimack County Extension provides fact-sheet notebooks to all town libraries and produces monthly, “Coffee Chat”
radio segments on WKXL radio, which offer information to resident throughout the station’s listening area.
UNH Cooperative Extension operates a statewide toll-free Info Line at our Family, Home & Garden Education Center,
staffed Monday through Friday, 9:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m. The number for the Info Line is 1-877-398-4769. Last year, the Info
Line handled more than 800 requests from Merrimack County residents. Extension also distributes a wide range of
information from our Web site: www.extension.unh.edu.
Finally, UNH Extension trains and supports a large corps of volunteers: 4-H leaders, master gardeners, wildlife coverts,
community tree stewards, water quality monitors and others, who extend the reach of Extension programs into many
domains of New Hampshire life. If volunteer opportunities interest you, please call Merrimack County Extension Office
at 225-5505 or 796-2151, or stop by the office at 315 Daniel Webster Highway in Boscawen next to the County Nursing
Home on Route 3.
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2006 RESIDENT BIRTHS
Date

Name

Parents’ Names

January 16, 2006

Charles Evan Reeve

Michael & Rebecca Reeve

February 7, 2006

Caroline Olivia Knoll

James & Kristine Knoll

February 15, 2006

Alexander Ruben Tockman

Neil & Jennifer Tockman

April 13, 2006

Aiden Jason Emery

Jason & Julie Emery

May 3, 2006

Nolan Robert Maloney

Brian & Kristin Maloney

August 19, 2006

Annika Schurrath Regan

Matthew & Kristina Regan

August 26, 2006

Eva Henne Bausher Coonrad

Russell & Gretchen Coonrad

September 4, 2006

Schuyler Lord Clapp

Christopher & Ashley Clapp

September 14, 2006

Zoey Augustine Sauerwein

David & Kimberly Sauerwein

September 23, 2006

Max Joseph McColgan

Jude & Francine McColgan

September 27, 2006

Molly Micaela VanVranken

Michael VanVranken & Christine McCloskey

October 19, 2006

Andrew Joseph Cushing

Bernard & Amy Cushing

October 23, 2006

Jane Hueber Bartlett

Christopher & Lynne Bartlett

October 27, 2006

Brooke Hallin McChesney

Michael & Gatia McChesney

November 3, 2006

Liam James Treece

Jeremy & Bonnie Treece

December 6, 2006

Payton Dennis Paquette

Ethan Paquette & Emily Kerton

KEARSARGE REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
2006 NEW LONDON GRADUATES
Benjamin Blunt
Sheldon Bruss
Danielle Cady
Danielle Carroll
Sean Carroll
Hannah Clarke
Jenna Durkin
Andrew Ferreira
Katherine Fitzgerald

Woodruff Gage
Ellen Goodall
Tyler Gooding
Timothy Hadley
Elliott Hansen III
Iraj Khaliqi
Taylor Morono
Elizabeth Murphy
Catherine Newkirk
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Talia Parkes
Lauren Perreault
Emily Rhodes
Derick Smith
Matthew Spadafora
Michelle Trainor
Stefan Wickstrom
Molly Zurheide

2006 RESIDENT MARRIAGES
Date

Groom’s Name/Residence

Bride’s Name/Residence

February 17, 2006

William D. Shoemaker
Pembroke, NH

Erica A. Browning
New London, NH

March 4, 2006

David A. vonReyn
New London, NH

Linda J. Kobokovich
Canaan, NH

April 12, 2006

Michael L. Wood
Newbury, NH

Lisa Ensign Timbrell
New London, NH

May 20, 2006

Dennis W. Haas
New London, NH

Sally J. Pelletier
New London, NH

June 2, 2006

John L. Hersma
Overland Park, KS

Ana L. Sierra
New London, NH

June 11, 2006

Shane R. Turmelle
New London, NH

Caitlin M. Ross
Sutton, NH

June 28, 2006

Charles P. Jones
New London, NH

Emily Drew
New London, NH

July 8, 2006

Charles C. Palmer
Newbury, NH

Jessica L. Orlowski
Elkins, NH

July 14, 2006

Scott M. Fitzgerald
New London, NH

Andrea M. Lemieux
New London, NH

August 26, 2006

Richard N. Michalenoick
New London, NH

Elizabeth A. Holl
New London, NH

September 23, 2006 Johneric Wickstrom
New London, NH

Linda D. Gauthier
Tilton, NH

October 14, 2006

Benjamin R. Dulac
New London, NH

Kate E. Messer
New London, NH

October 17, 2006

Donald E. Dickie
New London, NH

Katherine M. McCulloch
Wilmot, NH

November 29, 2006 Nicholas E. Radkewich
New London, NH
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Susan K. Fitzgerald
New London, NH

2006 RESIDENT DEATHS
Date

Name of Deceased

Father’s Name

Mother’s Name

January 2, 2006

Julia McCorgray

Rudolph Mittman

Julia O’Connell

January 6, 2006

Donald Densmore

Eugene Densmore

Elsie Hewitt

January 12, 2006

Harry Brown

Harry Brown

Agnes Greene

January 21, 2006

Friedel King

Heinrich Hannemann

Marie Selbert

January 29, 2006

Joan Clarke

John Simpkins

Miriam Fenno

February 8, 2006

Marjorie Johnston

Edward Bagg II

Marion Sears

February 10, 2006

Frances Sawyer

Lindsay Wallace

Catharine Tracy

February 20, 2006

David Heald

Emory Heald

Alice Lawrence

February 24, 2006

Janet Sawyer

Joshua Goodridge

Florence Alcorn

March 5, 2006

Janet Tarr

John Laughton

Jenny Christman

March 15, 2006

Elke Wiese

Ernst Meyer

Marie Holm-Bertelsen

March 31, 2006

Dean Bair

Edwin Bair

Inez Loftus

April 3, 2006

Luther Child, Jr.

Luther Child, Sr.

Ada Pratt

April 3, 2006

Phyllis Curtiss

Max Hall

Chessie Richards

April 15, 2006

Horace Webster

Horace Webster

Mary Poor

April 18, 2006

Pearl Rich

Raymond Marsh

Gladys Foster

April 22, 2006

Jane Gunn

Mark Lefever

Sara Noll

April 23, 2006

Jane Holmes

Benjamin Davis

Bertha Rund

May 10, 2006

Robert Tarr

Joseph Tarr

Marie Santos

May 13, 2006

Ella Hayes

Otis White

Ella Ettinger

May 15, 2006

Evan Fradenburgh

Glenn Fradenburgh

Violet Lehman

May 27, 2006

Phyllis Matheson

Roderick Matheson

Eleanor Monroe

May 28, 2006

Alice Deming

Anthony Drake

Amelia Shimkus

May 29, 2006

Townes Harris, Jr.

Townes Harris, Sr.

Grace Gerry

June 2, 2006

William Hayes, Sr.

Raymond Hayes

Florence Buckley

June 4, 2006

George Dorr, Jr.

George Dorr, Sr.

Helen Neal

June 5, 2006

Cecil Wells

Ralph Dundas-Mouat

Calire Dillon

June 13, 2006

Andreas Hollinger

John Hollinger

Mary Jenkins

June 18, 2006

Pearle Tatro

Pearly Newton

Abby Paul

June 20, 2006

Haynes Fellows, Jr.

Haynes Fellows

Madeleine Day

June 22, 2006

Gladys Scharff

Victor Dumas

Anna Jerome

June 26, 2006

Priscilla Keay

Lew Cummings

Mary Smith

July 2, 2006

Marjorie Stork

A. Young

Edna Rist

July 8, 2006

George Roberts, Sr.

Arthur Roberts

Annabell Booth

July 16, 2006

Leland Welch

Ernest Welch, Sr.

Phebe McClure

July 17, 2006

James Bewley

James Bewley, Sr.

Ruth Pinel
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2006 RESIDENT DEATHS
Date

Name of Deceased

Father’s Name

Mother’s Name

July 30, 2006

Louise Todd

Harold Jensen

Agnes Mumford

August 11, 2006

John Cummings

Edward Cummings

Elizabeth Adams

August 12, 2006

Mary Evans

Charles Thurston II

Ethel Eaton

August 19, 2006

Helen Dutton

Willis Millett

Mildred Thompson

August 28, 2006

John Benson

Thaddeus Benson

Marguerite Moffett

August 30, 2006

Milton Johnston, Jr.

Milton Johnston

Ethel Barkelew

September 2, 2006

Miriam Carpenter

Nelson Foley

Elsie Hayward

September 2, 2006

Louise Koory

Salim Koory

Theodora Kummer

September 5, 2006

Geoffrey Brown

Ralph Brown, Jr.

Louise Remick

September 10, 2006

Linda Peterson

Grandville Jones

Maria Moreno

September 29, 2006

Barbara Richardson

Oral Flint

Ethel Unknown

October 7, 2006

Dana Stanley

Daniel Manahan

Edith Palmer

October 22, 2006

Catherine Edmunds

Edwin Edmunds

Gladys Lyon

October 26, 2006

William Cloues

Alfred Cloues

Hattie Blanchard

November 15, 2006

Dolores Harrod

Clarence Foley

Vera Pstragowski

November 24, 2006

Alan Goddard

Leigh Goddard

Virginia Curtis

November 24, 2006

James Delafield

Talmadge Delafield

Eleanor Pott

December 4, 2006

Edward Tucker

Albion Tucker

Ruth Annis

December 9, 2006

Harry McCoy

Unknown Unknown

Mildred Connors

December 12, 2006

Robert Anthonyson

Reginald Anthonyson

Helen Barton

December 15, 2006

Norman Leger

Spencer Leger

Florence Mayer

December 17, 2006

Lawrence Holdsworth V

Lawrence Holdsworth IV

Susan Easterling

December 24, 2006

Jean Rowell

Irving Rowell

Edith Glidden
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